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ABSTRACT 

Title: Trust Building for Online Private Sellers: Case of Taobao in China 

Level: Thesis for Master Degree in Business Administration 

Author: Miaowen Xu and Xinlei Guo 

Supervisor: Maria Fregidou-Malama 

Date: 2016-02-19 

Aim: The aim of our study is to analyze elements of online trust building process 

from sellers’ standpoint based on case study of Chinese website: Taobao. 

Method: This study was conducted in qualitative method with 12 interviewees as 

online sellers from Taobao website. Data presentation involves tables and figures 

to help readers to understand trust building process and apply it in business. 

Result & Conclusions: Online trust building is dynamic and interactive. Three 

main elements of trust building are product, communication and 3rd party. Trust 

building process goes through three stages: knowledge-based trust, 

experience-based trust, and relationship-based trust.  

Suggestions for future research: Limitation of generality suggests further study 

in quantitative method. Since it is a single case study specific in China, 

comparison cross-culture or between websites is also suggested as future 

possibilities to test generalizability of this theoretic framework. 

Contribution & implication: This study provided a theoretic framework for 

online trust building process in real-world context. Management implication was 

suggested to focus on development of product, communication and 3
rd

 party 

service for sellers and website holder. 

Key words: Online trust, Taobao, integrity, dynamic process, mutual trust. 
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1. Introduction 

This chapter is an introduction to our research topic. We present the current trend of 

e-commerce and importance of online trust as the decisive element for online 

purchasing behavior. We narrow down the background to a specific online shopping 

website and a certain range of online sellers. By identifying the existing research gaps, 

we are able to deduce the research aim, delimitation and the outline of our study. 

1.1 The attractiveness and the current trend of online shopping 

We all have experience of shopping. According to Babin, Darden & Griffin (1994), 

people shop for acquiring hedonic and utilitarian value. Utilitarian shopping 

highlights the importance of efficiency, which is driven by tasks and rational feelings 

when people buy things for their needs. The hedonic shopping, on the other hand, 

refers to the pursuing for additional value such as entertainment (Babin et al., 1994). 

With the fruitful development of World Wide Web, the internet has changed our way 

of life greatly as it has the ability to transform our daily activities (Weltevreden, 2007). 

One change in our life is online shopping (shopping via Internet).Compared to the 

traditional way of shopping, the online shopping is more convenient and accessible 

because people could obtain a huge amount of information just by several clicks 

(Wolfinbarger & Gilly, 2001). Moreover, people feel more freedom and controllable 

in a less social environment since they feel no pressure or obligation to purchase 

confronting with salesperson. Still they could reach online consultant for advice when 

questions occur during online shopping (Wolfinbarger & Gilly, 2001). For hedonic 

interests, online environment provides greater entertainment opportunities and greater 

possibilities to make the deal with the lowest price (Childers, Carr, Peck & Carson, 

2002; Wolfinbarger & Gilly, 2001). These merits contribute to popularity and 

attractiveness of online shopping in today’s society. 

The charm of online shopping can also be told by the latest data.  Statistics show that 

compared to 2013, the global B2C ecommerce sales has boomed with an incredibly 

increase rate of 20%, which reached to $1.471 trillion in 2014 (eMarketer, 2014, 

paragraph 1). Due to the gradually matured internet usage across the world, the 
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growth rate of ecommerce sales is predicted to slow down increase rate to around 

10%. It means the global B2C ecommerce sales could still reach to $2.356 trillion in 

2018, with $200 billion new dollars increment compared to 2017. Nielsen (2014) 

pointed out that millennials (age 21-34) have the highest purchase rate and more than 

half of them have the intention to purchase online. We can still expect the ecommerce 

to maintain its momentum in the upcoming years. 

In ecommerce field, the Asia-Pacific region is expected to become the leading region 

of global ecommerce sales in 2015, in which China accounts for a significant part 

(eMarketer, 2014). Up to June of 2015, China has about 668 million netizens 

(network citizen), which accounts for 48.8% of total population. Among them, there 

are 374 million people shopping online (CNNIC, 2015a). The total retail ecommerce 

sales (include B2C and C2C) of 2014 in China reached to 27.9 trillion RMB, which 

accounts for 10.6% of the total retail sales of social consumer goods at that period 

(CNNIC, 2015b). The prosperous online market in China draws our attentions and 

makes us believe the case study of this research could contribute to global ecommerce 

research field.  

1.2 The development of online trust 

In the end of last century, researchers started to argue about barriers in online business.  

Besides business model and website technique, online trust received much attention. 

Hoffman, Novak & Peralta (1999) indicated buyers do not trust online sellers 

concerning on money transfer and privacy. In the beginning of 21st century, website 

technology was not as mature as nowadays. Online shopping was considered as risky 

and uncertain when people need to provide credit card, telephone and personal 

address (Grabner-Kraeuter, 2002). Online trust continually plays important role in 

development of ecommerce. It functions like the risk and uncertainty reducer for 

inexperienced buyers in online shopping (Gefen, Karahanna, & Straub, 2003). 

From last decade, as website technique grew fast, concerns of trust counts on not only 

technique and security, but also relationship between buyers and sellers. According to 

Shankar, Urban & Sultan (2002), online trust should be viewed from different 
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standpoints of multiple stakeholders instead of only focusing on buyers. Based on 

previous studies, Hsu, Chuang & Hsu (2014) concluded four types of trust according 

to different stakeholders. They are trust in website, sellers, auction initiator and group 

members. The four types of trust were found to have a directly negative impact on 

perceived risk (Hsu et al., 2014). 

1.3 The background of Taobao website 

Taobao website, which founded in May 2005 by Alibaba group, is one of the three 

pillars of Alibaba group (Kies, 2013). Taobao is mainly focus on the buyer-to-buyer 

business, which has a similar structure as ebay. Taobao online venders are buyers to 

Taobao website because they are paying for the usage of Taobao platform. In the 

meantime, they sell products to online buyers and gradually establishing their 

companies as well as labeling their products with the development of their online 

businesses (Kies, 2013). In 2014, the market penetration rate of Taobao website is 

87%, which ranks first among nine major ecommerce websites in China (CNNIC, 

2015b). In the second quarter of 2015, the Gross Merchandise Volume (GMV) of 

Taobao website reached to 427 billion RMB (Alibaba group, 2015).  As shown in 

Figure 1, the trend of Gross Merchandise Volume (GMV) is upwards, which promise 

increase sale in Taobao. There are 60 million people visit this website per day and it 

keeps selling about 480 products per minute (Kies, 2013). 

 

Figure 1-Gross Merchandise Volume (GMV) value of Taobao 
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Source: Alibaba Group, annual financial report (2015) 

Taobao website acts like the third party that creates the trading platform for numerous 

online sellers (Kies, 2013). In order to increase buyers’ trust towards online shopping, 

Taobao has established a matured shop trustworthiness level, range from heart, 

diamond, blue crown to golden crown (Taobao service center, 2015). After 

transaction, buyers can give their comments by choosing “positive”, “neutral” and 

“negative”. The online sellers can get one trustworthiness point for a positive 

comment, zero point for a neutral comment and minus one point for a negative 

comment. However, in order to regulate the rating system and avoid the click fraud 

(people hired to give positive comments), Taobao limit the trust points between the 

same seller and the same buyer to maximum 6 points in a month. Moreover, if the 

buyer purchases for a product in the same online shop for several time within 14 days, 

the positive comments from this buyer can only be counted as 1 point despite several 

transactions (Taobao service center, 2015). The figure 2 below presents the different 

trustworthiness levels of Taobao website. The left column represents different 

trustworthiness point and the Chinese character “分” means point. The right column 

stands for the correspondent trustworthiness level of stores when they obtain certain 

amount of trustworthiness points. According to the previous mentioned rules, we can 

find in Figure 2 the highest trustworthiness level is five golden crowns, which means 

this online sellerhas “positive” comments on products from more than 10 million 

buyers. In this research, we intend to focus on Taobao online sellers with varied 

trustworthiness levels. 
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Figure 2-Taobao trustworthiness system 

Source: Taobao service center (2015) 

1.4 Motivation and the research aim 

Building online trust receives increasing attention in academic world (Lee & Turban, 

2001; Shankar et al., 2002). Researches show that trust is key determinant to online 

business (Hoffman et al., 1999; Ang, Dubelaar & Lee, 2001;Gefen et al., 2003). 

Models of building online trust are presented in academic world to help online 

merchants gain trust and improve business performance.  

Most of the empirical surveys were conducted with buyers which showing buyers’ 

standpoint. This limitation was discussed in Shankar et al. (2002), that trust as a 

process should be viewed including all participants in online business. We were 

inspired to conduct our study on standpoint of online sellers and demonstrate trust 

building as an interaction between buyers and sellers.  

Ang et al. (2001) pointed out one limitation of their trust model that the model is 

static not dynamic while online trust is a dynamic process. Although there are several 

researches studying online trust as dynamic transaction, we still find trust building 
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time line is not paid enough attention. In our study, we construct the elements of 

online trust building in a dynamic context to cover the theory gap. Many trust models 

were constructed from literature review without empirical evaluation (Ang et al., 2001; 

Lee & Turban, 2001; Shankar et al., 2002; Wang & Emurian, 2005). We intend to 

conduct empirical study to enhance the validity of our results. 

As we discussed above, there are three theory gaps we intend to cover: 

-Theory gap 1: Lack of research as dynamics process. 

-Theory gap 2: Lack of standpoint of other participators. 

-Theory gap 3: Lack of empirical evaluations. 

The aim of our study is to analyze elements of online trust building process 

considering time stage and interaction, from sellers’ standpoint based on case study of 

Chinese website: Taobao. Our research questions are: 

1. How do sellers build trust in online shopping in different time stages? 

2. How does online trust play as interaction between sellers and buyers? 

1.5 Delimitation 

In order to exclude the potential influence from branded products on consumers’ 

choice among online shops, we limited research target to Taobao sellers who sell 

unbranded products or self-labeled brand with little popularity, which means no 

flagship stores. Moreover, the online sellers we interviewed open shops only on 

Taobao website, which means they all share the same system and third party 

guarantee (i.e. payment system, online appealing system, guarantee of refund,etc). 

This could bias the effect of third party conditions on trust building process. As a 

result, the aforementioned two aspects could diminish the generalizability of our 

findings. Furthermore, as Shankar et al. (2002) put, one of the problems for the 

majority existing studies of online trust is the obscure distinctions between 

dimensions and antecedents due to the “interchangeable definitions of the related 

elements”. This problem is hard to avoid in our study as it’s hard to prove that our 

terminology is not interchangeable. 
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1.6 Outline of the study 

In chapter one, we present general information for ecommerce, importance of online 

trust, trend of Chinese ecommerce, background of Taobao and our research 

motivation. In chapter two, the theoretical part, we reviewed theories about online 

trust and introduce our theoretic framework concerning trust building process. 

Readers could find different stages of trust and factors working in interaction between 

buyers and sellers in chapter two. Methodology is presented in chapter three to 

explain how we conduct the qualitative case study. In chapter four and five, we 

present our data and discussion regarding evidence and theoretical constructs. The last 

chapter readers could find conclusion of this study, application to sellers in Taobao, 

and further possibilities to research. 
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2. Theory Framework 

In this chapter, literature review is presented to show theoretical foundation of this 

study. Mainstream theories are summarized in Table 1 (in section 2.4) for an 

integrated review.  

2.1 Predicament of defining trust 

The definition of trust, though explored by many scholars, still reflects the varied 

perspectives of the researchers’ specific academic disciplines and results to the 

confusion of terminology (Grabner-Kraeuter, Kaluscha & Fladnitzer, 2006). The 

current trust conceptualization problems, as Mayer, Davis & Schoorman (1995) 

conclude, are presented as follows: 1) problematic definition of trust; 2) obscure 

relationship between trust and risk; 3) confusion between antecedents and outcomes of 

trust; 4) problematic analysis level due to the lack of specific trust referents; 5) fail to 

consider the both party of trustor and trustee to be trusted. 

Based on the findings of Mayer et al. (1995), Lee & Turban (2001) categorize trust 

conceptualization into three major theoretical streams. From personality theory, trust is 

viewed as an individual psychological feature. From social psychological perspective, 

trust is the expectation on the trusted party to behave, to not take advantage of the 

trusting party. From sociological and economic perspective, trust is viewed within the 

organizational or institutional context. 

2.2 Major theoretical streams of trust definition 

From personality theory perspective, trust is understood at the individual psychological 

level. This perspective decides the propensity or willingness for one person/party to 

trust another person/party (Mayer et al., 1995). The propensity is inherently and can 

influence how much trust one party has for another prior to any of the other parties’ 

available data. This propensity, according to Mayer et al. (1995) differs among 

individuals due to the different developmental experiences, personalities and cultural 

backgrounds. Rotter (1971) defining trust as specific personal characteristics and that is 

why psychological difference results in individual difference, which in turn bring the 

varied responses to the development, maintain and stable stage of trust. 
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From the psychological aspect, Jones& George (1998) propose the concept of trust as a 

psychological construct, which represents the interaction outcomes of individuals’ 

values, attitudes, moods and emotions. The values, which refer to enduring and stable 

intrinsic individual characteristics, are consistent with the notion of propensity to trust 

of Mayer et al. (1995) and Rotter (1971) varied individual’s tendency to trust other 

people. Attitudes are related to evaluation process, which based on the trustworthiness 

level of the other party (Jones& George, 1998, p. 533). The emotions and moods, 

according to Jones& George (1998, p. 534), stand for strong feelings and subtle 

feelings respectively of different individuals. Individual’s current dispositional state 

will affect people’s judgment towards the other party’s trustworthiness as well as their 

tendency to form the initial trust with the other party. In line with the previously 

mentioned scholars, McKnight, Choudhury & Kacmar (2002) define trust as 

multi-dimensional construct, which encompasses beliefs in other party’s 

trustworthiness and the willingness to rely on the other party. In other words, this 

reliance represents the willingness to be vulnerable to the other party.  

From social psychological perspective, trust is viewed as the expectation of the other 

party within a personal or professional relationship (Kini & Choobineh, 1998). Zand 

(1972) emphasizes the trust as the acceptance of vulnerability. Since the other party’s 

behavior is beyond control, Zand (1972) concludes trust as the action of giving up of 

control in a context, which the penalty one suffers for abusing the others’ vulnerability 

exceeds the benefit one might gain without abusing the others’ vulnerability. In Zand’s 

(1972) research, penalty vs. benefit indicates the positive expectation or confidence 

towards the other party in an uncertain environment. Moreover, this will result in a 

decreased social uncertainty as well as the misunderstanding towards the others’ 

intentions and behaviors.  

By summarizing the previous work regarding the concept of trust, Barber (1983, p. 

9-10) suggests that trust is optimistic expectation but differs with the varied expectation 

focuses: 1) an expectation of the natural and social order that remain what it ought to be. 

In other words, it refers to individual’s expectation that the world continues the way it is 
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without interrupted changes. 2) An expectation towards technically competent role 

performances from the other party that interact with the individuals. 3) An expectation 

that the other party that interacts with the individual will take their responsibilities or 

fiduciary duties, to ethically correct the role performance. The fiduciary duties or 

responsibilities, as suggested by Barber (1983, p. 10), are putting the interests of 

trustors before the interests of trustees. 

Lewicki, McAllister & Bies (1998) conclude trust as a positive expectation bases on 

other parties’ promises and behaviors. The positive expectation, according to Lewicki 

et al. (1998), refers to the personal belief or propensity to expect the other parties’ 

righteous intention and the willingness to behave based on the other parties’ conduct. 

Consistent with previous findings, Ang et al. (2001) conclude trust as expectation of 

benign action and good intentions. 

Viewing trust as an optimistic expectation implicitly involves personal assessment 

towards the other party’s trustworthiness level (Zand, 1972; Barber, 1983; Lewicki et 

al., 1998; Ang et al., 2001). In terms of the assessing standards, the three factors of 

trustworthiness of Mayer et al. (1995) are widely acknowledged. According to Mayer 

et al. (1995, p. 717-719), the parties that worth trust are possess elements as follows: 1) 

Ability. It refers to the skills and competencies of specific domains; 2) Benevolence. It 

stands for the extent that a trustee is to do good to trustors, putting the self-centered 

motive aside; 3) Integrity. Integrity means trustees obey a set of principles that accepted 

by trustors. 

From the sociological and economic perspective, trust is involved in economic 

exchanges and social structures (Hosmer, 1995).This theoretical stream views trust 

within the organizational or institutional context. This societal trust, as Lewis & 

Weigert (1985) consent, is collective attribute instead of property of isolated 

individuals. Moreover, trust as the collective attribute exists in the social system, which 

applies to the relationship among people within a social system rather than their 

individually psychological states. As the extension of former explanation, trust as the 

institutional phenomenon indicates that trust is not restricted to interpersonal 
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relationships but also apply to relationship between an individual and the organization 

or between organizations (Lewicki & Bunker, 1995, p. 115). 

In cross-cultural study of trust, Fregidou-Malama & Hyder (2015) classify trust into 

three levels: “country trust, company trust, and individual trust”. They emphasized 

multilevel trust is important in studying dynamic process of trust building.  

On the other hand, the trust in economic exchanges is the cooperative behaviors in the 

game of “prisoner’s dilemma” (Lewis & Weigert, 1985) or the reliance of a group of 

people to take cooperative efforts to identify and protect the interests of all parties 

involved (Hosmer, 1995). Moreover, trust in transactions exists as the expectation that 

the other party will not behave opportunistically and exploit the trustor’s party (James, 

2002; Gefen et al., 2003). 

2.3 Conceptualizing online trust: from offline to online 

In order to explore the integrated meaning of online trust from dozens of definitions, it 

is necessary to understand the nature of trust. In other words, the properties or 

characteristics that trust possessed. Aljazzaf, Perry & Capretz (2010) discuss the trust 

properties which include dynamic (trust develop chronically and could change with the 

time) and context/domain specifically (trust to one party is based on specific context) 

(Zand, 1972). In line with Aljazzaf et al. (2010), Li, Pienkowski, Van Moorsel, & 

Smith (2012) state other properties as asymmetry and bi-directionality, which means 

trust existing for both sides but the trust A has for B cannot equal the trust B has for A. 

Besides dynamic, bio-directionality and context/domain specific, transitivity of trust (If 

A trusts B, B trusts C, then A trusts C) is also discussed by Aljazzaf et al. (2010) and Li 

et al. (2012). This characteristic still remains dispute but is not involved in this study. In 

latter section of this study, the dynamism and bio-directionality are used to build the 

theoretical model of this study. 

Despite the fact that the intangible and faceless online environment make it different 

from the offline environment (Beldad, Jong, & Steehouder, 2010), the specified 

context here doesn’t result in the fundamental notion distinction between online trust 

and offline trust but only the differences about how trust is built and maintained (Li et 
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al., 2012). Beldad et al. (2010) and Urban, Amyx & Lorenzon (2009) also agree with 

the same opinion by stating the associations in offline trust can also apply to online 

trust. 

Since there is no fundamental notion distinction between online trust and offline trust, 

the conceptualizing of online trust in this research could stem from trust definition (Liet 

al., 2012) and integrate the commonly acknowledged conceptual elements disregard 

varied disciplinary perspectives. Based on the three major theoretical streams of trust 

definition concluded in the previous section, the online trust in this research includes 

acceptance and exposure to vulnerability and uncertainty reducer as the conceptual 

elements. The acceptance of vulnerability is illustrated through the expectation towards 

the trusted party because this dependence or reliance indicates the loss of control (Zand, 

1972; Kini & Choobineh, 1998; Barber, 1983; Lewicki et al., 1998; Hosmer, 1995; 

James, 2002; McKnightet al., 2002; Gefen et al., 2003). Online trust as the uncertainty 

reducer acknowledges the existence of uncertainty and risk in the environment and 

views trust as the complexity or uncertainty reducer (Rotter, 1971; Mayer et al., 1995; 

Gefen et al., 2003; Beldad et al., 2010; Jones & George, 1998). To summarize, the 

online trust is the expectation one party has for another party that the vulnerability of 

the trusting party will not be exploited, it indicates the willingness to accept and 

expose to the vulnerability and link multiple stakeholders with trust to reduce the 

uncertainty of the environment. 

2.4 Elements of online trust 

Wang & Emurian (2005) pointed that it is necessary to identify elements of online trust 

when enhancing consumer trust in online shopping. In this section, we present online 

trust elements based on previous studies. The elements are interchangeable called 

antecedents, models, dimensions and principles in different researches. Previous 

scholars claim those elements are key factors to increase consumer trust to online seller.  

From the end of 20th century, scholars view key elements of online trust mainly as 

website privacy and security (Hoffman et al., 1999; Grabner-Kraeuter, 2002). 

Researches find buyers do not trust online sellers concerning on money transfer and 
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privacy. Online shopping is considered as risky and uncertain when people need to 

provide credit card, telephone and personal address. At the beginning of 21st century, 

more researchers followed to develop model regarding website interface design. They 

believe website plays important role in online trust building (Riegelsberger, Sasse & 

McCarthy, 2003; Wang & Emurian, 2005). This trend leads to investigation on 

website elements including photo, layout, security system and information presentation 

etc. It emphasizes the importance of visual effect and IT skills to enhance online trust.  

Shankar et al. (2002) construct stakeholder model. The model includes online trust 

building participants as buyer, employee, supplier, distributor, partner, stockholder 

and regulator. This model highlights the importance of different participants in trust 

building process.  

Koufaris & Hampton-Sosa (2004) separate initial trust with repurchase trust. They 

discuss how new buyer develop trust after first experience of website. Company 

reputation and willingness to customize products and services, perceived web site 

usefulness, ease of use, and security control are significant antecedents of initial online 

trust. 

Ang et al. (2001) discuss three antecedents in trust building process: seller’s ability to 

delivery promise, seller’s willingness to satisfy buyers and privacy protection to buyer. 

Sharing the same point of view, Lee& Turban (2001) agree with three elements of 

trustworthiness: “ability, benevolence and integrity”. They propose the trust building 

factors as trustworthiness of internet merchant, shopping medium, contextual factors, 

individual trust and other factors. Their research is remarkable to include the effect of 

individual trust propensity and the importance of shopping medium, where transaction 

is fulfilled.   

Gefen et al. (2003) emphasize the importance of user friendly after study on consumer 

reaction from IT technology perspective. Gefen et al. (2003) identify trust elements as 

followed: knowledge-based familiarity, institution-based trust (situational normality 

and structural assurance) and calculative-based trust. They find institution-based trust 

has the most effect on online trust. Knowledge-based familiarity has no important 
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relation with online trust. 

There are other models called multi dimension model of online trust. Bart, Shankar, 

Sultan & Urban (2005) link website and consumer characteristics, online trust, and 

behavioral intent together. Beldad et al. (2010) also follow the logic to consider 

antecedents of trust: buyer-based, web-based, and organization-based trust.  

Kim, Song, Braynov, & Rao (2005) divide trust antecedents to six dimensions based 

on process-oriented view. The six dimensions are consumer behavioral, institutional, 

information, product, transaction, and technology dimensions (Kim et al., 2005, p. 

146). This model contributes to bring up a new vision of online trust as a dynamic 

process which buyers have trust in different stages. In each stage, trust elements are 

working in different ways.  

Another dynamic model is from Li et al. (2012). Li et al. (2012, p. 89) develop holistic 

trust model with six dimensions: dispositional trust, cognition based trust, institutional 

trust, calculative trust, knowledge based trust, identification based trust.  

To compare model from Li et al. (2012) and Kim et al. (2005), both models view trust 

building as a dynamic process with different stages. However we find both dynamic 

models difficult to understand. Kim et al. (2005) concern on how elements work but 

make it unclear regarding time line. The framework of Kim et al. (2005) is also too 

complex for understanding. Holistic model of Li et al. (2012) is more abstractive and 

difficult to get an intuitive understanding in online context. Li et al. (2012) name those 

dimensions according to time line, which is hard to tell from dimension names what 

elements are working at each stage.   

Both Gefen et al. (2003) and Li et al. (2012) view knowledge-based trust as necessary 

step in trust building. Knowledge-based trust is associated with the concept of 

familiarity, which is believed that past behavior from sellers could generate a 

promising future behavior (Li et al., 2012, p. 91). Wang, Chen& Jiang (2009) 

discover that knowledge has positive influence to online trust building. At this stage, 

everything is completely new to new buyers. Since they have no personal experience, 

they rely heavily on the information provided by sellers or other buyers. Therefore, 
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knowledge-based could not be ignored.  

Table 1 summarized main stream theories about online trust definition and elements 

of trust building. This table gave an integrated view of how scholars identify trust and 

what important findings previous research showed. It also presented research method 

as empirical or conceptual research. We find that both empirical method and 

conceptual method could get similar findings. The consistency of results gives us 

confidence to rely on both empirical and conceptual researches. Table 1 also gives 

readers detailed resources of how we build our own theory framework. The theory 

foundation of this study is based on summary of table 1. 

Articles Trust definition Online trust elements Method 

Ang et al. (2001) Subjective belief, 

Expectation of goodwill 

Risk 

-Ability to delivery promise 

-Willingness to satisfy  

-Privacy protection 

Empirical 

Lee & Turban 

(2001) 

Willingness and 

expectations 

Ability, benevolence and 

integrity 

Trustworthiness of internet 

merchant, shopping medium, 

contextual factors, individual 

trust, other factors 

Conceptual 

Shankar et al. 

(2002) 

Belief of predictable 

behavior 

Online trust/offline trust 

Stakeholder model Conceptual 

Gefen et al.(2003) Risk and uncertainty Technological-based trust 

model(exclude initial trust 

formation) 

Empirical 

 

Koufaris & 

Hampton-Sosa(20

04) 

Uncertainty or risk 

Ability, integrity and 

benevolence 

Initial trust model Empirical 

 

Wang & Emurian 

(2005) 

Multiple definition of 

trust 

Web interface design Conceptual 

Bart et al. (2005) Vulnerability 

Online trust/offline trust 

Multi-dimension model: 

Website and buyer 

characteristics 

Empirical  

Kim et al. (2005) Willingness to increase Multidimensional trust Content 
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Vulnerability  model(process-oriented) analysis of 

literature 

Beldad et al. 

(2010) 

Expectation 

Acceptance and exposure 

to vulnerability 

Buyer-based, 

Web-based 

Organization-based 

Conceptual 

Li et al. (2012) Dynamism(trust varies 

over time), 

Bi-directionality(trust 

exist for both side) 

Holistic trust model Conceptual 

Fregidou-Malama 

& Hyder (2015) 

Country level trust, 

company level trust, and 

personal level trust 

Dynamic multi level trust 

model 

Empirical  

Table 1-Main stream theories used to build theoretical model 

Source: Own construction. 

2.5 Theoretical online trust model 

Our own theory framework is based on multidimensional models from Gefen et al. 

(2003), Li et al. (2012) and Kim et al. (2005). Figure 3 is our theory framework of 

online trust building process. All the components of theoretical framework are 

explained in the following sections. 

 

Double direction arrow means interaction of two sides 
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Single direction arrow means effect on one side 

Big arrow downwards means effect moving on as mechanism 

Figure 3-Theoretical framework of online trust building process 

Source: Own construction.  

2.5.1 Sellers and buyers in trust building 

There are two players in trust building process: sellers and buyers. According to 

Daignault, Shepherd, Marche & Watters (2002), seller is viewed as first party to 

provide information and consumer is viewed as second party to give feedback. The 

emphasize of seller and consumer as two participants inspire us to put both of them in 

our framework. In figure 3 readers could see sellers and buyers are on the top of the 

figure. In figure 3 the arrow between buyers and sellers means that sellers provide 

experience according to five elements and buyers experience and give feedback 

regarding five elements. In this way, interaction in both directions is achieved.  

2.5.2 Five elements of online trust building 

There are five elements as key entities playing in online environment, namely 

Information/website, product/service, transaction, communication and 3rd party. The 

five elements are adapted from Kim et al. (2005), however, we omit the dimension of 

technology. In this study, technology is considered as context which is equal to internet 

development therefore it is not viewed as a separate element in our model.  

In figure 3, five elements of trust are listed under sellers because the elements are 

aspects for sellers to improve trust.  

Information/website: information refers to what sellers present on web store (Kim et 

al., 2005, p. 148-150).  

Product/service: Product or service is the core value to be sold (Kim et al., 2005, p. 

148-150). Buyers buy the product or service to fulfill needs. Transaction: Many 

online stores designed promotion sales for certain products or in certain period (Kim 

et al., 2005, p. 148-150). Transaction also includes payment, shipment fee, policies of 

return and refund. 

Communication: Instant communication online. This element means to create an 

interpersonal cue in the online virtual environment.  
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3rd party refers to influence that 3
rd

 party give to sellers. 3
rd

 party platform provides 

guarantee, rating, control of false trading and fraud (Beldad et al. 2010). It gives 

sellers regulation and rating system for better performance. 

2.5.3 Three stages of trust 

In figure 3, both sellers and buyers have arrow down towards trust stages. It means 

both players in trust building process influence trust. There are three trust stages one 

after another in figure 3 to show dynamic process of trust building: 

1) Stage 1: Knowledge-based trust. 

2) Stage 2: Experience-based trust.  

3) Stage 3: Relationship-based trust.  

The dynamic feature of trust is in line with findings of Fregidou-Malama & Hyder 

(2015) that initial trust on country level could move on to other trust levels in 

dynamic process. Therefore we expect three trust stages moving on chronically with 

the gradually enhanced mutual trust between sellers and consumers.  

In figure 3, stage 1 is knowledge-based trust. This is the first step in trust building. 

Regarding what is the first stage of trust building, there are other different 

identifications. Dispositional trust (trust based on first impression) and 

cognition-based trust (trust based on second hand information) are discussed in 

different researches (Li et al. 2012; Gefen et al., 2003). In this study, we view first 

impression and cognition from second hand information as part of knowledge-based 

trust.  

It could be found in figure 3 that after stage 1, trust building moves to stage 2: 

experience-based trust. We select this stage according to Ramchurn, Sierra, Godó & 

Jennings (2003). Experience-based trust is different from knowledge-based trust 

because it is based on the self-personal experience regarding historical transactions. 

Walczuch & Lundgren(2004) also agree that experience-based trust comes before 

relationship-based trust. Therefore, we identify experience-based trust as a stage 

further than knowledge-based trust according to time line and requiring personal 

transaction experience.  
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In figure 3, from experience-based trust, trust building process move to stage 3: 

relationship-based trust. Li et al. (2012, p. 91) discuss this stage in another name: 

identification-based trust. In our model, we named it as relationship-based trust for 

easier understanding in terminology. Relationship-based trust is highest level of trust 

when buyers and sellers sharing the same understanding, value, way of living which 

develops a tight emotional bond between them (Li et al., 2012).  
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3. Method 

This study is conducted by qualitative research in single case. We build our own 

online trust model with relevant constructs and test the model with interviews. Back 

up with existing theories, we highlight elements which are mentioned as “theoretical 

constructs” in Eisenhardt & Graebner (2007, p. 29). From rich empirical data, we 

analyze theory meaning behind them so as to support our own online trust model. 

3.1 Inductive study 

This work is inductive case study. Eisenhardt & Graebner (2007) pointed out that 

inductive theory building with emphasis of constructs is based on qualitative evidence. 

They also suggest researchers need to further justify if their research is inductive or 

deductive (Eisenhardt & Graebner, 2007). We justify our study as theory building 

instead of theory testing because our research questions are significant relevant to 

building theoretical constructs and we are not testing existing theories. For our 

intention to develop theories through case study, the study is therefore inductive 

study. 

3.2 Case study 

This research is single-case study. It is widely agreed that case study has advantage in 

process research (Bryman & Bell, 2007; Yin, 1981; Yin, 2003). Eisenhardt & 

Graebner (2007) also gave examples to support that case study is good method for 

phenomenon-driven research especially for process study exploring “how” and “why”. 

Our aims are to study the trust building process in time phases and in mutual 

interaction in online context. Case study provides opportunities to investigate how 

trust is built in online business as a process. Due to advantage of case study, we 

decide to conduct our research with single-case of Chinese online shopping website: 

Taobao. 

3.3 Data collection 

This section illustrates the approaches for authors used in sampling, forming interview 

questions, carrying out interviews, presenting and analyzing data. 
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3.3.1Sampling 

In order to achieve our research aim and ensure the respondents’ proficiency in 

building trust, we applied theoretical sampling (Bryman & Bell, 2007, p. 459) to 

collect interview data. Theoretical sampling refers to the data collection process that 

decides which data to collect next based on the analysis of previously collected data 

and intends to identify major categories and concepts to generate theories (Bryman & 

Bell, 2007, p. 459). Strictly following the theoretical sampling, we start from general 

research questions with the sellers we previously had contact with. Then after some 

interviews, we adjust who to interview next based on the results of coding and 

analysis. We interviewed 12 sellers from Taobao website (Table 2) until no new data 

or items regarding a category emerges, which described as the saturation phase of 

theories by Bryman & Bell (2007, p. 460). 

Consistent with our aim, we selected interviewees with trustworthiness level from 

heart to golden crown level (see store level in table 2), which covers the major 

trustworthiness level distribution in Taobao website. As shown in Table 2, there are 

four heart level sellers, five diamond level sellers, two blue crown level sellers and 

one golden crown level seller interviewed in this research. With respondents from 

different trustworthiness levels, we expect to get various feedbacks concerning the 

current trust building situation in Taobao website. To give the overview of the 

interviewees involved in this study, detailed information concerning the Internet 

nickname (names of interviewees are using their Internet nickname), shop name, 

business area, shop year, store level and the interview date are presented in table 2: 

NO. Interviewees Shop name Business 

area 

Shop 

year 

Store level Interview 

date 

1 Mr Lin 

Huang 

Lin Yi plane 

model 

Plane 

model 

7 4 

diamonds 

2015-10-19 

2 Ms. Yan 

Duan  

Beauty 

oversea 

purchase 

cosmetic 1 3 hearts 2015-10-19 

3 Ms. Xi Zhang Jiexi Food and 3 4 2015-10-19 
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Source: Own construction. 

There are four assumptions before we choose our interviewees: 

1. No industry bias in trust building. With this assumption, we selected sellers 

ignoring difference in industry. We found 3 interviewees by blind contact. The rest of 

interviewees are reached through the authors’ social network.  

2. No social identity bias of sellers in trust building. With this assumption, we did not 

consider age, gender, background, location, education and other identification of 

sellers.  

Oversea 

Purchase 

cosmetic diamonds 

4 Ms. Xiaoling 

Wang 

Da Zeshan 

Nongfu 

Fruit 

Fresh 

Fruit 

0.5 4 hearts 2015-10-19 

5 Ms. Mudan 

Hua 

Danhua 

Zhipin 

Medicine 2.5 3 

diamonds 

2015-10-20 

6 Mr. Qiutang 

Guo 

A Qiu Book 

Store 

Book 7 4 

diamonds 

2015-10-24 

7 Ms. Shui 

Mao 

Shuimao 

Handmade 

Beauty 

Shop 

Make up 

and 

cosmetic 

3 3 blue 

crowns 

2015-10-24 

8 Ms. Bai Mo Fanfan 

Shoe Store 

Female 

Shoes 

5 1 golden 

crown 

2015-10-28 

9 Ms. Rong  Rong Shi 

Grocery 

Store 

Food 5 5 

diamonds 

2015-11-05 

10 Mr. Xie Xie 

Jiangfang 

Shoe store 

Leather 

Shoe and 

bags 

7 3 blue 

crown 

2015-11-05 

11 Mr. Zhenlei 

Kang 

Jinding 

Grocery 

Store 

Food 1.5 

month 

4 hearts 215-11-05 

12 Ms. Li Xu Shengcai 

store 

Skin care 

products 

8 

month 

2 hearts 2015-11-25 

Table 2- Information of 12 interviewees 
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3. Trustworthiness system of Taobao is a symbol of trust level. With this assumption, 

we take for granted that higher level of trustworthiness means the seller is more 

reliable. 

4. Trust building process of company sellers is different from private sellers. This 

assumption means company sellers who have business licenses and pay tax, have 

different strategy of trust building. Company sellers operate separately in T-mall 

section, a part of Taobao with more strict regulations. T-mall (official website see 

appendix 3) is a separate section of shops in Taobao where only company sellers run 

business there. In this study, we only focus on private sellers.    

3.3.2 Interview 

According to Bryman & Bell (2007, p. 474), the qualitative interview can be totally 

unstructured interview and semi-structured interview. Unstructured interview is more 

like conversations conducted to explore the nature of general phenomenon, while 

semi-structured interview is guided by the interview outline but free to add new 

questions anytime needed in order to probe new research questions (Bryman & Bell, 

2007, p. 474). With a relatively clear research focus, it is preferable for us to apply 

semi-structured interview so as to address on more specific issues while maintain 

flexibility (Bryman & Bell, 2007, p.479). The interviews took approximately one hour 

for each respondent and were conducted via online telephone app due to the 

geographical distance.  

Digital audio records were applied under permission of interviewees. We also 

collected visual documents like written information, pictures, and video on 

interviewees’ online stores (Bryman & Bell, 2011, p. 553) to enrich our data. 

Moreover, public documents such as published literature and third party statistic 

websites were also applied. 

Through blind contact, only about one out of ten sellers agreed to take interviews. The 

difficulty to find interviewees limited our choice of trustworthiness level, store size or 

business area. It requires the authors to make well use of own social network. There 

are several reasons to explain the difficulty. One reason is owners of large stores are 
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always busy. The contact information of those owners is limited, which makes it hard 

to reach the exact person. Some sellers refused to take interviews because they were 

afraid to be cheated by their competitors. One interviewee revealed that there was a 

competitor pretending as journalist who tried to get the secret of success from her. 

The existing cheating practice of some sellers on Taobao website could be another 

reason for some sellers to refuse interview since they are afraid to reveal their 

cheating practice. Last but not least, the difficulty could also refer to the national 

culture. According to Hofstede, Hofstede & Minkov (2010), Chinese culture is 

collective and people in China are shy to speak about themselves especially to 

strangers. Things got easier through relationships and networks. 

3.3.3 Interview questions 

Consistent with our theoretical framework, the interview questions are designed in 

five major themes, namely information (Q1-Q3), product (Q5-Q7), transaction 

(Q8-Q11), communication (Q12-Q14) and 3rd party (Q16-Q18). Each theme contains 

at least 3 questions, which enable us to probe major themes deeper. The questions left 

are general questions related to our aim. Question 19-20 are added later during the 

data analysis of theoretical sampling when the cheating practice and the importance of 

integrity were mentioned several times by interviewees. Since it is a theory-driven 

research, the interview questions used are tightly scoped so as to in line with our 

framework, but with an open end to ensure flexibility (Eisenhardt & Graebne, 2007). 

Outline of interview questions could be found in appendix 1. 

There was one pretest interview. Pretesting is required to ensure the language clarity 

of the interview questions, the familiarity of interviewers towards questions and the 

correct way of conducting the interviews (Babbie, 2010, p. 275-276). Our pretest was 

conducted with golden crown seller in food retailing business. We chose this seller as 

pretest because he managed to become gold crown seller within 3 years, which is 

relatively fast in Taobao. The seller reached a certain large amount of sales. The store 

demonstrates the whole process of selecting products and the seller wrote a separate 

page about how to deal with complaining. It would be a good example for a typical 
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seller who focuses on trust building with buyers. Taking advantage of the pretest, we 

adjust our interview questions to be more understandable. 

3.3.4 Telephone and online interview 

The authors could not be in China during the study was conducted and face-to-face 

interview was not possible to apply. Nine interviews were hold by mobile calling or 

online telephone. Three interviews were hold by online instant chatting. According to 

Bryman & Bell (2007, p. 672-673), online personal interviews have several 

advantages and disadvantages comparing to face-to-face interview. It is easier for 

interviewees to be involved in this study. Interviewees are able to re-read questions 

and what they have written in replies. Transcript of interviews is more likely to be 

accurate. The bias from interviewer is reduced. For some of interviewees in this study, 

they asked to have online instant chatting instead of telephone so as to avoid having a 

conversation. They said they were very shy to talk. In this way, online personal 

interview is a “safe, non-threatening environment” (Bryman & Bell, 2007, p. 673) for 

interviewees. Disadvantages of not having face-to-face interview could not be ignored. 

One problem we experienced is that for further information after interviews, it is easy 

for interviewees to ignore our request about further questions and expansion of their 

answers (Bryman & Bell, 2007, p. 673).  

The mother language of both interviewees and interviewers is Chinese. The two 

interviewers have rather good English proficiency. Due to the language barrier, the 

interviews were conducted in Chinese and translated to English in transcribing 

process follow the guidance of Bryman & Bell (2007, p. 496). 

3.4 Data presentation and analysis 

Eisenhardt & Graebner (2007) pointed out that presentation of the abundant 

qualitative data must well balance the good narrative stories and better theories. They 

further suggest the importance of using separate tables to present evidence 

correspondence to each theoretical construct. In empirical finding chapter, table 3 is 

summarized to reveal the evidences regarding trust elements and table 4 is used to 

present the important elements and items involved. Through this way, the 
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interrelations between elements and items as well as the supported evidences are 

presented clearly. In analysis chapter, table 5 links the relevant theories to their 

corresponding trust elements, which help readers to understand the theoretical 

backups of each trust element. 

Since it is an inductive qualitative case study, we applied ground theory method to 

generate theories from qualitative data (Babbie, 2010, p. 396). The grounded theory 

method involves constant comparison process (Babbie, 2010, p. 396), which 

presented as follows:  

1) Transcribing our interviews. 

2) Coding the incidents and filling them to different categories of our theoretic 

framework. The coding process can be found in appendix 2. Properties were coded 

first no matter relevant to trust or not and each of them were filled into a category. 

Categories may not be the same as the 5 elements of our theoretical framework. For 

instance, the new category of “integrity” was used during coding. The purpose for 

doing so is to avoid the possibility of missing any new categories or properties that 

might help to develop the theories. 

3) Integrating categories and the properties within them. With the overview of all the 

properties that filled in respective categories, we try to integrate properties that have 

the same category. Take the category “information/website” as the example (see table 

3), we found layout, detailed product information and photos fitting this category. 

4) Adjust incoming interviews, continuing exploring properties until no new one 

appears. The new properties like “buyer’s integrity” or “CHAPINSHI” (malicious 

rater) were appeared many times during transcribing and coding. We noticed the 

importance of it and added few more interview questions (Q19-Q20) concerning it 

(see appendix 1). After interviewing about 10 sellers, we found the feedbacks are 

becoming more and more similar and we stopped the interview with 12 interviewees 

in the end. 

5) Reviewing all the properties and categories, delimit those which are not relevant. In 

analysis process, we deleted several properties and categories that none or only few 
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respondents admitted their effect on trust building (see table 4). For example, the 

logistics, sales promotion and return & refund were found limited supportive 

evidences. As the result, they are excluded in the analysis chapter and so as the 

category “transaction” that they belong to. 

3.6 Validity and reliability 

According to Yin (2003, p. 34), case study validity includes construct validity, 

validity of both internal and external, and reliability. In data collection phase, 

construct validity is fulfilled by using multiple sources of data (Yin, 2003, p. 34). This 

study collected interview data, visual data and public data, which was considered as 

applying different data source. With this practice, we enhance the construct validity. 

Internal validity is fulfilled in data analysis phase to give explanations 

“pattern-matching” with theory framework (Yin, 2003, p. 34). In analysis chapter, we 

discussed findings according to our trust building model and presented explanation to 

our findings. In research design phase, external validity is fulfilled by using existing 

theories (Yin, 2003, p. 34). In this study, research is designed based on literature 

review. We got inspiration from previous researches and the model was a 

combination of three existing models. In data collection phrase, interview protocols 

(see appendix 2) were saved for later reference which is suggested by Yin (2003, p. 

34) to build reliability.  

Generalization of case study was questioned in research world. Eisenhardt & 

Graebner (2007, p. 27) provide answer that researchers need to choose extreme 

example or relevant case to theory in single case study (Eisenhardt & Graebner, 2007, 

p. 27). We chose Taobao as single case because this is the most popular website in 

China (CNNIC, 2015b) while giving trustworthiness level as important measurement 

for buyers’ reference (Taobao service center, 2015). 

Considering the reliability and validity, Bryman & Bell (2007, p. 410) state that the 

reliability rely on whether or not the study can be replicated (external validity) and if 

the authors share the same opinions (internal validity). The process of sampling, data 

collection, transcribing, coding and analyzing are explained in detail in this study. The 
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background of interviewees and interview questions outline are clearly listed. 

Therefore, the external validity is ensured since the readers can replicate this study 

with the guidance of methodology. The internal validity is guaranteed through the 

cooperation of two authors. Despite divergent views and confusion at first, the authors 

formed the same understanding through constant discussion and the advices from 

other colleagues.  
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4. Empirical finding 

This chapter presents empirical findings from interviews. It follows theory framework 

in chapter 2 and starts from trust elements to trust stages.  It is designed in Table 3 to 

present summary of data showing how many interviewees mentioned on each trust 

elements and in which aspects (items) each element was discussed.  

4.1 Trust elements 

In trust elements part, we present data according to flow in theory framework: 

Information/website, product, transaction, communication, 3rd party, sellers’ norms 

and buyers’ norms. What differs from theory framework are “norms” of sellers and 

buyers. We add this term to emphasize the aspect of personality and individual 

principals.  

4.1.1 Information/website 

In terms of the function of information/website in trust building, the results are 

presented through three elements, namely website layout, detailed product description 

and photos. 

Layout or decoration: The majority of interviewees mentioned that the layout or 

decoration of the online store is not important in trust building. They did not pay for 

the professional store layout but self-designed their stores. Conversely, only 3 

interviewees actually admitted the function of the layout. Among them, only one 

seller’s feedback indicates the possible relation between layout and trust. According 

to Ms. Hua,  

“My husband did the decoration himself. He is an artist. I like the style of 

decoration and expect my buyers to see that my store is very professional and 

reliable.” 

Detailed product description/information: Considering the detailed product 

description/information, 10 out of 12 sellers believe detailed product information is 

very important for first time buyers. This opinion is also supported by the visual 

product information on their stores. One of the interviewee who sells grapes online 

even put detailed production process (picking grapes, packaging and delivering) 

online to increase the reliability and to show the serious attitudes of the seller in doing 

business. Another seller who sells cosmetics also put personal usage experience 
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online to convince buyers with the product quality. Among all the 12 interviewees, 

only one seller stated that there is not necessary to put detailed product information. 

According to her, 

“Very few people would actually read them. They like to ask me directly. I 

used to prepare usage manual for them and write detailed product information, 

but they still come to ask me.” 

Photos: All of the interviewees stated they use self-taken photos of physical products 

in their stores. According to them, the aesthetics of photo is not a big problem for 

buyer to purchase. Concerning the function of photos, only half of them admitted the 

effect of photo in enhancing buyers’ trust. All the 3 interviewees who sell oversea 

product put photos of the local store where they purchase products from to prove the 

authenticity of product. Similarly, one of the sellers even put his ID card photo online 

to prove the origin of products so as to increase trust. As he stated: 

“The reason why I put my ID card photo is to make my buyer to trust me. ID 

card is the certificate of personal identity, the address on the ID card can 

prove my grapes and me are from Daze Mountain, which ensures the 

authenticity of the product origin. I post my ID card in order to earn my 

buyers’ trust”. 

4.1.2 Product 

Product quality: all the interviewees agreed that product quality has the decisive role 

in trust building between sellers and buyers especially when there are similar products 

on the market. Stressed by one of interviewees (airplane model seller): 

“For the same kind of product, there are products looking exactly like mine. 

There are other stores, which imitate my products and sell them with relatively 

low price. Some buyers once asked me why their price is cheaper. I told them 

to try their product once and feel the huge quality difference. Once my buyers 

used my products, they can find out my products are much reliable than 

products from other stores.” 

Regular product updating: Besides product quality, interviewees also give feedbacks 
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concerning regular product updating. The majority of the interviewees don’t see 

regular product updating as a necessary thing. The four interviewees left who think 

regular updating is very important only mentioned about its function as “keeping 

attractiveness of product”. 

Uniqueness of product: Additionally, there are three sellers mentioned about the 

importance of the product uniqueness in attracting and maintaining buyers. According 

to the airplane model seller who have access to certain types of airplane models that 

are not selling in China,  

“I can get new airplane models from individual channel and sell them to 

public when there are no such models on the market. After I updated my 

products, I will send messages in QQ group or Wechat group (QQ and Wechat 

are Chinese version of facebook with the additional transaction function), to 

inform airplane model players with the updating news. In this way, they know 

about my new products and purchase the new airplane models if they’re 

interested.” 

Package: Among all the interviewees, there are three interviewees mentioned about 

product package. One interviewee who sells grapes online stressed his effort in 

product package. Disregard the cost, he uses safety package to limit the damage to the 

lowest level during the delivery. 

4.1.3 Transaction 

Logistics: Interviewees have varied opinions towards their standards of choosing 

logistics companies. Half of the interviewees stated that they will choose good 

logistics companies to ensure the quality of their delivery service because buyers want 

to receive their products as soon as possible. However, sellers are facing troubles to 

ensure the quality of delivery service since the service of logistics company is not 

equally distributed in whole region of China. As Ms. Zhang said: 

“What I can do is to choose relatively big and reliable logistics providers, but 

I can’t ensure their service qualities are the same in branches all over China, 

especially for those small branches.”  
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Conversely, two interviewees choose logistics companies based on cost and one 

interviewee think the logistics will not affect repeat purchase. For the former two 

interviewees, they believe the delivery speed of domestic companies is very similar to 

each other. And the latter one believes logistics matters in transaction but will not 

affect buyers repeat purchase. 

Sales promotion: Over half of the interviewees pointed out the importance of sales 

promotion (mostly free shipment) in maintaining repeat buyers. According to Mr. 

Huang (the airplane model seller):  

“Not too much preferential deals for old buyers but I do offer some. I will 

suggest them to buy more components and I will exempt the shipment fee for 

them.”  

Two of the interviewees mentioned they never use sales promotion in their store due 

to the limited profit or its limited influence towards sales. According to Ms. Rong:  

“I don’t have sales promotion on 11/11 (shopping festival). My consumers 

asked if I have sales promotion in 11/11. I said no. I have little profit. I will 

lose money if I do sales promotion. I never have sales promotion. Those who 

have sales promotion have earned more profit before. That’s why they can 

reduce price in special days. Then consumers said it is ok. So it does not 

influence my sales. They buy when they like to buy.” 

Return and refund: Except four sellers who never had return & refund cases before, 

all of the other eight interviewees left allowed return and refund requests proposed by 

buyers if they are reasonable. As one seller from the one golden crown stores said, the 

good experience of return and refund can increase the amount of repurchase. Sellers 

stated that they had rather limited number of return & refund cases and none of them 

are related to quality problem. According to Mr. Huang (airplane model seller), there 

are two common reasons for return & refund which are stated as follows,  

“1. They (buyers) bought the wrong kind of products. This accounts for the 

majority of return and refund request. 2. I put the wrong products in the 

package. None of the return or refund requests are related to product quality 
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problem.” 

Concerning the precondition of reasonable, Ms. Duan who does oversea purchase 

business explained in details,  

“If there’s no quality problem, I will not accept return and refund request. The 

orders of oversea purchasing are specifically for each buyer, I can’t sell the 

returned cosmetic to someone else. If this specific product is appointed only by 

you, I can’t accept the return or refund request if there’s no quality problem. 

If you ask for a very popular product, I may consider return or refund for you 

because other buyers are also interested in it.” 

4.1.4 Communication 

Instant online chatting: Instant online chatting includes solving problems from buyers, 

providing consulting service (i.e. usage tips, seller’s recommendation or personal 

suggestion) or negotiating about the price or the possible bad conditions that may 

occur during delivery or usage. Almost all the interviewees mentioned about the 

instant online chatting they offered and they all agreed its function to enhance trust as 

well as to make the deal. In terms of problem solving, sellers who do oversea 

purchase business like Ms. Xu provide buyers with the receipt of international 

shipment when buyers questioning about the authenticity of products. Concerning 

consulting service, sellers who did this usually provide buyers with additional values. 

According to Ms. Hua (self-made medicine seller), 

 “At the beginning, most of my buyers are mothers. Their children got sick 

and I give them my suggestion, my medical recipe (that is free). They tried my 

recipe and solution and it worked. They trust me because I can cure the 

disease. This is one way I hold my buyers by my professional knowledge. This 

is a very important issue to develop buyer loyalty.” 

Some interviewees mentioned about the cases of online negotiation. Ms. Xu (oversea 

purchase business) gave a vivid example concerning the negotiation regarding 

additional tax. 

“I do negotiate about the possibility to pay the additional tax for oversea 
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package. I can’t cover the tax for them. Usually they will pay the tax evenly. I 

will tell them about this before the deal is made. There is possibility that the 

package will be charged for extra fee. If this happens, the buyers must pay it 

evenly.” 

Regarding instant online chatting, the majority of the interviewees stated that timely 

response is most important. Besides that, patient and friendly tone are also needed. 

Moreover, the professional knowledge is very important when answering buyers’ 

questions or giving personal suggestions. The principle of instant online chatting, 

according to one of the interviewees, is presented as follows: 

“Instant online chatting is important for trust building. If reply is not on time 

or answer is not the focus point, consumers would hardly trust sellers.” 

WOM: Without exception, all the 12 interviewees admitted the influence of comments 

from previous buyers on the inclination to trust of new buyers, but not for old buyers. 

They mentioned that despite the possibility of the fake comments, the positive 

comment has positive effect on new buyers trust towards stores or products, vice 

versa. According to the grape seller, the impact of negative comment can be 

destructive to buyers’ initial trust. According to him, the new buyer required refund 

after he/she saw a negative comment from a previous buyer. The grape seller tried 

hard to persuade the new buyer to consider other comments instead of focusing on the 

only one negative comment in store. As he stated: 

 I’m upset about it. I told this buyer, if you really care about what other 

buyers said, you could review comments from other buyers instead of focusing 

on one buyer’s comment. In the end, this buyer purchased my grapes anyway. 

He/She was very satisfied and left the positive comment. He/She said he/she 

will choose my store next time.” 

According to the 12 interviewees, the comments from previous buyers are really 

matter for trust building. However, comment is not as important as two years ago 

since the store rank on Taobao stopped using comment as the tank evaluation factor. 

As Ms. Shuimao stated:  
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“Positive comments were very important before. That’s why buyers can 

threaten sellers with neutral and negative comments. But within these 2 years, 

Taobao changed the rule. Maybe it is because amount of dispute cases 

between buyers and sellers. Rate of positive comments does not link with any 

store rank. ”  

Although comment is not as important as before, its importance still cannot be 

neglected. One of the interviewees said she usually asks buyers to leave detailed 

positive comments if they are satisfied. For all the interviewees who have received 

negative comments before, they all tried to negotiate with the buyers to find out what 

the problem is. Three sellers said they will negotiate with buyers to see the possibility 

for them to change the negative comments. Among them, one interviewee who 

operates the crown level store admitted that she would give money to buyers in order 

to change the negative comments. Another seller revealed that it is common for sellers 

to refund of 3-5 CNY (Chinese Yuan) or discount to encourage buyers giving positive 

comments.  

4.1.5 Sellers’ norms 

Integrity and honesty: When asked about trust antecedents, integrity and honesty were 

mentioned many times. All of our interviewees with no exception admitted they were 

very honest to buyers and selling reliable products. It was widely agreed that integrity 

and honesty play as the base of trust. According to a seller of food products: 

“I have job and good reputation. I am self-disciplined. Some sellers choose to 

cheat, that’s their way to earn money. Regardless of the cheaters, I don’t cheat. 

I value food security as serious issue.” 

Moreover, four of interviewees expressed that they opened stores not for money. 

Therefore, they would not sacrifice honesty to make more money. 

Responsible and considerate: Many sellers expressed that they took responsibility to 

fulfill promises and would pursue buyers’ benefit. Some sellers said they would feel 

guilty if the product is not working. Four interviewees showed responsibility when 

mentioned that they would not sell something that were not suitable for buyers. 
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Another seller who was farmer and sold grapes expressed like that:  

“I’m very serious about my business. Even if I only got order of 1KG of 

grapes today, I would drive motorbike for 50km to send the package to logistic 

office.” 

Customized service: Five interviewees described about customized service besides 

selling products. Consulting service and advice are based on personal condition and 

preference made buyers easy to trust sellers. The grape seller wrote on web page that 

“each bunch of grapes is picked specially for your order. We check orders the day 

before and went to pick grapes at 3 in the morning. ” This generated the feeling of 

customized product could attracted more buyers. 

Professional knowledge: Five interviewees referred to professional knowledge about 

products that enhance trust. A shoes seller described his dream of producing the best 

shoes and put up much professional description about leather on web store. Ambitions 

towards their products and the willingness of keep learning were mentioned to push 

sellers develop their stores. Buyers were attracted by professional consultant and 

developed trust to sellers. It was proved by Ms. Xu that: 

“I have checked a lot of professional skin care or cosmetics knowledge and I 

share with them (buyers). They (buyers) like it. ” 

Attitude towards buyers: Two interviewees expressed that they don’t view buyers as 

God, but rather equal individuals like themselves. According to Ms. Hua: 

“I don’t flatter or please consumer. Buyer is equal to seller, not God. I sell 

and you buy. I will not be rude. Keep polite is necessary. But I do not bold 

down to please them, not necessary.”  

Another interviewee shared frankly about his personality: 

“Actually, I don’t like to communicate with consumers. I hope the consumers 

pay by themselves. I don’t like to talk much about my products. The book is 

there. And I don’t like to have much relationship with consumers. If we are 

close, then they may ask for lower price. It is hard to deal with.” 

Attitude towards negative comments: Four of interviewees claimed that they kept 
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negative comments as they were on web page to show the truth. While there were 

ways to omit negative comments: deleting the product and uploading again or bribing 

buyers to change comments. One interviewee (shoe storeowner) tries to show his 

principal and way of doing business in replying to negative comments. He 

commented:  

“I need to let other buyers know my attitude, know about the truth and what 

really happened so they would not be misled.” 

Personal Charisma: Most sellers agreed that sellers’ personality can be traced in 

every aspect of the business. In this way, sellers’ personality influence trust building. 

A seller who sold handmade skin care products expressed as this: 

“Personality attraction is important in building trust. When you first open the 

store page, you would feel the sellers’ personality and life value. You could also 

feel the personality from sellers’ reply and product description.” 

Consistent with that, Ms. Xu (oversea cosmetic purchaser) also commented this 

feeling through a buyer’s perspective:  

“Sellers’ personalities do have impact on trust building process with buyers. I 

myself am a fan of a store and the owner of the store lives in the US. She is so 

fashion, independent and rich. She is so cute when talking. I really like her 

personality.”  

The shoe seller referred that seller would influence his store and express his value in 

store. When asked about trust antecedents, he shared his life principle that he 

practiced in all issues. Those are five rules based on Taoism and Yin-Yang sayings 

(for detailed principles, please check Appendix 2 Xie Jiang Fang Store Question 23). 

4.1.7 Buyers’ norms 

Trust propensity: In decision-making process, buyers have different behavior routines. 

It also indicated different level of trust propensity. Ms. Hua (medical care product 

seller) explained like this: 

“Some consumers are very direct. They are quick to make decision. If they got 

answers and understood, they would directly buy without going around it and be 
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talky. Some people asked about the products today, and continue asking the day 

after. After asking, they may not buy.” 

This means some buyers are much easier to believe in sellers. Despite from trust 

propensity, there are three interviewees revealed that sometimes buyers trust only in 

close friends’ recommendation. And some buyers barely relied on history comments 

of products. 

Expectation and satisfaction: When asked about trust antecedents, three interviewees 

addressed that satisfaction of buyers is the most important issues. Other sellers also 

found people expect for new things. A seller (handmade skin care product seller) 

concluded expectation of girls like this: 

“Girls like change, and they would like to try new ideas. Any business field needs 

innovation. Even though products are based on nature recipe, it is necessary. 

When girls around you fall in love with something new, you also want to try 

them.”  

Price-quality balance: When asked about priority of price or quality, sellers agreed 

that buyers have their own price-quality evaluation. However, price-quality balance 

varies much differently according to buyers’ views. Four sellers found buyers very 

sensitive to price. The owner of Fanfan shoe store frankly revealed that people buying 

from her store were price-oriented. Quality was less important since it was cheap. 

Trust therefore was not important when buyers had little money to lose. Two 

interviewees found buyers value price and quality equally. For oversea purchase, 

authentic origin is the most important. Two interviewees found their buyers were 

rather quality oriented. One seller mentioned some buyers are seller/store oriented 

who were fond of the seller or store. Ms. Hua (medical care product seller) 

complained about some buyers with “ridiculous value”:  

“No matter how good my products are, they will never be satisfied. They 

expect to get products valued thousands (Chinese Yuan) but cost only less than 

one hundred (Chinese Yuan).” 

Buyers’ integrity: Interviewees widely agreed that most people were nice people but 
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all sellers had met picky buyers. Some buyers tried hard to get extra money or 

products. According to an owner of shoe store, buyers didn’t care about sellers, and 

they determined to get what they want.  

“A part of buyers in China, like to take advantage of their rights and get 

something extra for them. They mean to be bad, and they want to get what they 

want ignoring rules. Trust and honesty is very weak in China.” 

When discussing buyers honesty, a term was mentioned repeatedly from different 

sellers. It is called CHAPINGSHI in Chinese. CHAPINGSHI (malicious raters and 

blackmailer) is a person or a group of people, who only leave negative comments. 

Then they come to seller and ask for refund. They usually blackmail the seller if they 

have not get refund, they would complain to Taobao to punish the store. And they ask 

refund without return the products, which mean they get both products and their 

money back.  

When asked about CHAPINGSHI, eight interviewees admitted they heard about these 

people but never met them. The rest four interviewees had experience to deal with 

CHAPINGSHI. One interviewee (owner of shoe store) explained in detail: 

“You can find them in “YY chatting room” (a public online chatting community). 

Everyone can get in and talk about this business. Another job is blackmail. They 

don’t buy expensive products; instead, they only buy cheap things under 5 CNY. 

If they blackmailed for 10 CNY and got paid, they earned it easily. They would 

also use the trick such as claimed fail delivery of products. And they asked for 

another delivery. As sellers we cannot refuse that. Therefore, many sellers do 

what CHAPINGSHI want so as to get rid of troubles and lost. It is hard to protect 

sellers from them.” (Detailed case could be found in Appendix 2 transcription of 

Xie Jiangfang, Question12) 

Different from the shoe storeowner, Ms. Hua did not get blackmail. She got negative 

comments with no reason or feedback. After checking the buyer’s trustworthiness 

level, Ms. Hua concluded that the buyer was a CHAPINGSHI according to low rate of 
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positive comments. Among interviewees who met CHAPINGSHI, Ms. Hua was the 

only one who didn’t get blackmail. 

One interviewee (handmade skin care product seller) stated that she met 

CHAPINGSHI many times and they had a group name called “Eaters”. “Eaters” did 

the same practice mentioned above and there is something noticeable: 

“There is an organization called “Eaters” (Chi Huo in Chinese Pronounce). 

They are individuals not employed but get together to do the same thing. Some 

of them just want to get products for free. Others have bad personalities, who 

just love to give negative comments. They get together to share experience. I 

heard about these chatting groups online. My friends said those people are 

poor, with no money. They are unhappy, their mind is unbalanced. They may 

hate the society.” (Detailed case could be found in Appendix 2 transcription of 

Shui Mao Question 29-30.) 

4.1.7 3
rd

 party 

Regulation: Some interviewees mentioned the specific regulations in Taobao. For 

example, all interviewees claimed that they took photos on webpages from real 

products because it is forbidden to use others’ photos on Taobao website. This 

regulation forced sellers to present real information of products. The most well-known 

principal in Taobao is buyers’ complain leads to punishments to sellers. This rule is to 

protect buyers’ right and remind sellers to do right things. Most of interviewees 

stressed that this principal protects buyers but allowed buyers’ malicious complaints 

to reduce reputation. Three sellers confessed that this principal is on buyers’ side and 

ignores the benefit of sellers. One interviewee shared his experience with Taobao 

staffs that takes care of buyers complaints (those staff was called “The Waiter”):  

“Sometimes it was obvious that the buyer was ridiculous and asked for 

something unreasonable. But “The Waiter” told me, you are seller. If you 

want to keep running the store, you have to give in. By any way, what you 

gave in could not compare to what you earned here.” Although the situation 

brings trouble to sellers, we have to follow the rules in Taobao.”  
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Certification: Besides limitation, Taobao grants certifications independently to sellers 

to ensure product quality or sellers integrity. Some of interviewees got “golden seller” 

(certification for high monthly sales), “Hui Chi” (certification for food), “Oversea 

Purchaser” (certification for authentic oversea product).  

Transaction security: two interviewees viewed trust purely related to 3
rd

 party 

guarantee in transaction security protection. One seller had experience that she sold 

cosmetic through mobile store but buyers determined to pay through Taobao web 

store. For this seller, Taobao store is purely a tool of transaction. Conversely, the 

dependence on 3
rd

 party guarantee doesn’t play the same importance in the case of Ms. 

Xu, who also ran Taobao store and mobile store. Ms. Xu claimed that no buyers from 

mobile store asked to pay through Taobao 3
rd

 party guarantee. As she stated:  

“It is me most of the time returned buyers’ money and asked them to pay 

through Taobao web store so that I can have more sales shown on Taobao.” 

Combination of platform: Combination of Taobao web store, offline store, social 

media blogs, online chatting community and mobile store are found a popular way 

among interviewees. A book seller promotes books and paintings through blogs and 

open web store in another website as well as offline store. Two cosmetic oversea 

purchasers sell products through mobile stores and Taobao store. A medical care 

seller discussed product experience in online chatting community. 

Trustworthiness system: Most interviewees agree that trustworthiness level of sellers 

affect buyers’ trust. Especially for newly established stores, low level of 

trustworthiness is an obstacle to attract buyers. An interviewee who sells grapes from 

her own farm commented: 

“It is hard to let people know me at the beginning because I rank so low when 

searching grapes.”  

Another effect of trustworthiness rank is to attract new buyers. It is revealed that for 

new buyers who have no experience to reply on, trustworthiness level is an important 

reference for them to make decisions. Most sellers with over five years’ experience 

found that buyers’ comments used to be serious important to store reputation and 
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trustworthiness rank. 

However, things are different compared to several years ago because of the practice of 

fraud. As the three-blue-crown seller commented, it is much easier to achieve high 

rank compare to years ago. She pointed out the practice of fraud is developed to be a 

business chain. Not only her but also three more experienced sellers claimed that there 

are sellers paying people to leave fake comments and make fake transaction record in 

order to rank top in Taobao’s trustworthiness rating system. Some of those people 

who got paid are relatives or friends of sellers, and some are “professionals” who ran 

this as business. Therefore, trustworthiness level and comments may lead to biased 

understanding of reliability from the truth. This may explain the reason why Ms. Xu 

(oversea cosmetic purchaser) has an opinion like that:  

“But according to my experience, the bigger the store is, the less reliable the 

service it will provide. On the contrary, for small stores with diamond level, 

they offer very good services.”  

This viewpoint indicated the misleading of trustworthiness level. 

Correspondingly, trustworthiness level of buyers shows how many transactions that 

are done with buyers, how many comments are left by buyers and the rate of overall 

positive comments. Despite sellers have varied standards in the so-called high 

trustworthiness of buyers, three sellers agreed that they would select buyers based on 

their trustworthiness level. As the shoe seller said: 

“I don’t sell to people with low good comment rate in order to avoid negative 

comments and argument.” 

Weak control of fraud and blackmail: It was revealed that there are fake products in 

Taobao. The fake products are hard to control and the price is appealing or even 

unbelievable that even buyers dare not to buy. Fraud and fake products are common 

in Taobao with the current imperfect regulation. The online environment of Taobao 

website needs trust but the existence of fraud and fake products become the obstacles 

to build trust. 
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In terms of blackmail, all interviewees have heard about CHAPINGSHI and four 

sellers had experience with CHAPINGSHI. Regarding the supervision of Taobao as 

the 3
rd

 party on CHAPINSHI, sellers find it hard to regulate but its negative impact is 

not so serious on private sellers compare to company sellers. CHAPINGSHI looks for 

regulatory loopholes in Taobao especially attacking T-mall sellers who have serious 

regulation of punishment. Sellers expressed the negative effect of 3
rd

 party regulation 

which over protect buyers’ right and weak control towards CHAPINGSHI. “We are 

much better than those stores in T-mall. Some of stores have to close because of the 

complaints from CHAPINGSHI.” A seller with 7 years-experience turned to be 

disappointed with Taobao’s regulation and added: “It is hard to recognize 

CHAPINGSHI in advance and Taobao can do nothing.” 

4.2 Trust building stages 

Following to theory framework, we present three trust stages in this section: 

knowledge-based trust, experience-based trust, and relationship-based trust. 

4.2.1 Knowledge-based trust 

Eight interviewees referred to knowledge when talking about how they built up trust 

with buyers. Before purchasing, people asked about description of products, how to 

use, effect, etc. Sometimes people searched online for products they were familiar 

with or experienced before, such as second hand book, oversea cosmetics and special 

local food products. For people with no knowledge about products, they came up with 

questions in instant chatting. 

4.2.2 Experience-based trust 

More half of the sellers mentioned about buyers’ trust in their own historical purchase 

experiences. This experience-based trust, starts with the first transaction (usually 

influence by WOM) with the new buyer, builds through previous satisfied transaction 

and develops through repeat purchase. According to the example given by Mr. Huang 

(airplane model seller), the new buyers are often recommended by his/her friends who 

had satisfied purchase experience in his store. And after they had the first transaction, 

they are satisfied with the product and purchase service so they will continue to 

purchase from his store. This case is illustrated as follows: 
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 “For people who play with airplane model, we have a relatively small social 

community. If someone from other province needs to buy an airplane model, 

he wouldn’t dare to buy it from an unfamiliar online store. His friends may 

recommend him to my store. In such a small social community, we are quite 

familiar with information like where to buy good component, which brand is 

best. The good reputation is usually established by word of mouth. If his 

friends had purchase experience in my store and satisfied with the products, 

his friends will recommend me or my store to him whenever he needs.” 

4.2.3 Relationship-based trust 

Among those who stated they had buyers’ experience-based trust, there are 6 of them 

who had relationship-based trust with their buyers. According to the feedback of 6 

interviewees, this trust which maintained by buyers’ relationship with sellers, 

commonly develops through multiple 3
rd

 party platforms and presents in the form of 

trust in sellers himself/herself. One interviewee (oversea purchaser) said that some 

buyers would add her Wechat (mobile chatting community with friend zone and 

mobile store function) and keep her as friend even after the transaction, as she stated: 

“Some of them add my wechat as new friend and we can check each other’s 

friend zone now. There is a girl who sells Japanese products and I sell French 

products. She found me via blog and purchased a lot of skin care products 

from my store. After a period of time, our relationship became closer. I also 

purchase some cereals from her store now and then.” 

At the end of this chapter, we summarize evidence regarding trust elements in table 3. 

For each element, there are detailed items categorized to make it clear which aspects 

are discussed. Numbers of interviewees show how many sellers agree there is effect 

or not. The total number of agree and disagree may be less than 12 when some sellers 

have no opinion. When we select the most important elements, the most agreed items 

and elements are considered and discussed.  

Trust Element Items important effect 

on trust 

no supportive 

evidence 
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(numbers out of 

12 sellers) 

showingeffect 

(numbers out 

of 12 sellers) 

information/ 

website 

Layout 1 9 

Detailed Product Information 10 2 

Photos 6 6 

Product Product quality 12 0 

Regular updating 4 8 

Product uniqueness 3 0 

Package 0 0 

Transaction Logistics 6 2 

Sales Promotion 7 1 

Return & Refund 1 7 

Communication Instant Online Chatting 11 0 

WOM 12 0 

3rd party Regulation 10 2 

Certification 1 0 

Transaction Security 3 1 

Combination of Platforms 11 0 

Trustworthiness System 12 0 

Weak Control of Fraud and 

Blackmail 

12 0 

Sellers’ norms Integrity & Honesty 9 3 

Responsible & Considerate 8 4 

Customized Service 5 7 
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Professional Knowledge 5 7 

Attitude towards Buyers 0 3 

Attitude towards Negative 

Comments 

4 8 

personal charisma 8 4 

Buyers’ norms trust propensity 4 8 

Expectation & Satisfaction 3 9 

Price-quality Balance 4 8 

Buyers’ Integrity 10 2 

CHAPINGSHI 12 0 

Table 3-Summary of evidence for trust constructs 

Source: Own construction 

After summary in table 3, we select the most important items and elements in trust 

building process and present in table 4.  

Elements Item Effect 

Product Detailed product 

information 

Enhance the trust of first 

time buyers 

Photos Have the possibility to 

enhance buyers’ trust to 

sellers 

Product quality Decisive to enhance 

buyers’ trust to sellers 

Communication Instant online chatting Enhance buyers’ initial 

trust to sellers. 

WOM Enhance buyers’ initial 

trust to sellers. 

3
rd

 Party Regulation Enhance buyers’ trust to 

sellers. 

Weak Control of Fraud and Reduce mutual trust. 
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Blackmail 

Trustworthiness System Important reference of 

reliability. 

Combination of Platforms Enhance mutual trust. 

Sellers’ Norms Personal Charisma Enhance buyers’ trust to 

sellers. 

Integrity & Be Responsible Enhance buyers’ trust to 

sellers. 

Buyers’ Norms CHAPINGSHI Reduce sellers’ trust to 

buyers. 

Buyers’ Integrity Enhance sellers’ trust to 

buyers. 

Table 4-Important elements and items in online trust building process 

Source: Own construction. 
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5. Analysis 

There are three sections in analysis. Section 5.1 argues about trust elements. 

According to empirical findings, the authors pick up three main trust elements and 

follow the logic of trust and product, trust and communication and trust and 3
rd

 party. 

The authors also argued function of sellers’ norms and buyers’ norms in trust building. 

Section 5.2 is integration of trust stages. The authors analyzed how elements work 

together in different trust stages. Table 5 is designed to reflect theoretical link of our 

analysis which help to increase validity. The last section in chapter 5 is refining of 

theory framework. After analysis of data, the authors adjust theory framework to 

present trust building process. The theory framework is presented in figure 4 at the 

end of this chapter. 

5.1 Trust elements 

In this section, the trust elements are discussed below with items that proved to have 

effect in trust building process. In table 4, the element of information/website is 

categorized in “product” because the items that functioning inside are associated with 

product itself. The element of transaction is excluded here since all the items of 

transaction (logistics, sales promotion and return & refund) are hard to prove their 

function to enhance trust.  

5.1.1 Trust and Product 

Table 3 showed the items of information/website in trust building process. According 

to the empirical result, the detailed product information is effective in trust 

enhancement especially to first time buyers. This is in line with Wang & Emurian 

(2005) that content design effect trust building process. The function of photos on 

trust enhancement remains disputable when the proportion of agree and disagree 

evenly distribute, which is consistent with the finding of Riegelsberger et al. (2003) as 

they failed to prove the main effect of photos on trust. No matter for detailed product 

information or photos posted on website, they all reflect the essence of product. 

Therefore in table 4, these two items are categorized in the element of “product” in 

order to simplify theory structure. 
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In terms of the other items involved in product element, the function of product 

quality is proved to be decisive in trust building when 12 interviewees without 

exception all support that (see table 3). This is in line with Comer, Plank, Reid & 

Pullins (1999) as the trust towards product itself must be fulfilled through its function 

that understood by buyers. The role of regular updating appears to be not necessary to 

increase buyers’ trust since its function is depicted as “keep attractiveness of product”. 

Despite the fact that product uniqueness and package are pointed out by several 

interviewees (see table 3), their effects are not prominent in building trust due to the 

limited number of supporter and indirect relation to trust. Table 5 lists literature that 

also include product as important factor in trust building. The consistency of findings 

indicates that sellers need to pay much attention on products.  

5.1.2 Trust and Communication 

Communication as the trust element is tested through the effect of instant online 

chatting and WOM on trust building process. In table 4 we include communication as 

one element in trust building. According to empirical finding, these two items are 

supported by almost all the interviewees.(see table 3) Through instant online chatting, 

information inquiry from buyers, problems regarding transaction and delivery and 

value-add consulting service can be solved and provided immediately. This instant 

online chatting creates an interpersonal, face-to-face-like interaction in the intangible 

online world, which in turn induces buyers’ trust towards sellers (Wang & Emurian, 

2005; Li et al., 2012). On the other hand, the WOM of previous buyers can have 

significant impact on the initial trust of new buyers towards sellers. According to the 

12 interviewees, WOM is positively related to new buyers’ trust towards sellers, 

which is in line with the finding of Awad & Ragowsky (2008) that online WOM plays 

the meditating role in the effect of online trust on the intention to purchase. This 

phenomenon of positive-comment-bribe influences the independence of buyers’ 

comments, which cannot reflect true situation. When buyers tried to get discount or 

refund of money, true feedback of negative experience would be hidden. 
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5.1.3 Trust and 3
rd

 Party 

3
rd

 party is also included in table 4 as element of trust building. Taobao designed 

trustworthiness system to rate sellers’ and buyers’ trust level. The finding reviews 

trustworthiness system enhances buyers’ trust to sellers, which is consistent with 

previous researches (see table 5). “Reputation” increase buyer trust in online seller 

(Chang, Cheung & Tang, 2013). It is also discussed as trustmarks, reputation system 

in Daignault et al. (2002). Taobao trustworthiness system is a “quantitative 

measurement” of sales and positive comments. It was found in Taobao 

trustworthiness system that sellers applied fraud practice and cheating. Daignault et al. 

(2002) also point out that reputation system could be systematically biased due to 

numerous of participants. However, the biased indication of trustworthiness was not 

system error but it is dishonest practice of users. More discussion about users’ (buyers 

and sellers) norms could be found in later discussion.  

According to findings, 3
rd

 party regulation enhances buyers’ trust since the risk is 

limited with regulations. This is in line with Kimery & McCord (2002) who argue that 

3
rd

party provides rating for consumers to develop trust to sellers. In last chapter it was 

presented that Taobao’s regulation protects buyers’ right. One thing needs mentioning 

is that sellers found buyers were over protected by regulations. It could also be 

explained that this study took sellers’ point of view and allowed sellers to speak for 

their feelings. Weak control of fraud and fake products reduce buyers’ trust. Absence 

of control of blackmail reduces sellers’ trust towards buyers in general sense. Weak 

control of fake products and cheating in trustworthiness level is also a pressure for 

honest sellers. From sellers’ point of view, knowing someone was not honest and still 

succeeded to earn money gave pressure for keeping honest. Sellers needed firm stand 

on integrity and self-principal, which was consistent with the finding that sellers’ 

integrity was important in trust building. 

The combination of platform was found to build relationship between sellers and 

buyers in daily personal life. Mix of Taobao, social media and mobile online chatting 

gives more chance to exchange information, personal value, habits and full view of a 
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person. Although online sellers and buyers are anonymous, combination of social 

media reduces the distance and gives vivid touch of true people. This point was 

discussed also in. Daignault et al. (2002) believe trust depends on identity which 

distinguishes one from the others. Compare to offline, online trust building requires 

balance of freedom of anonymity and responsibility. Daignault et al. (2002) also view 

social control as important issue in building online trust. Combination of platforms is 

a practice to build social group or community, which works as social control in 

integrity of both sellers and buyers. It was not given much attention about 

combination of platforms in previous researches. One explanation could be that 

interaction on social media is not considered part of online shopping. 

In this study, China (Chinese culture) could be explanation for many phenomenons. 

For Asia countries especially China, collective culture values personal culture much 

serious and takes relationship more important than individual culture (Hofstede et al., 

2010).More and more authors found Chinese online trust is influenced by 

interpersonal trust. Hung, Li, & Tse (2011) point out that interpersonal trust in online 

community is core for consumption behavior. Consistently, in cross-culture 

comparison, Liu, Rau & Wendler (2015) categorize that Chinese people depend on 

group and relationship heavily. Liu et al. (2015) also highlight that Chinese people 

(interdependent people) are more relation-oriented in trust building. When discussing 

about individual trust and relationship, Fregidou-Malama & Hyder (2015) argue that 

it is important to be aware if market is in individualistic culture or collective culture. 

Trust building in collective culture involves individual trust and interdependent 

relationship (Fregidou-Malama & Hyder, 2015) .The theory of interpersonal trust 

explains the wide practice of combination of social media platforms to build trust. It 

also makes Taobao a special case in online trust building since Taobao reflects 

national culture preference of individual relationship of trust. 

5.1.4 Sellers’ norms 

Integrity and responsibility were important personalities of sellers to build trust. It is 

consistent with mainstream theory (see table 5). Sellers’ norms reflects trust definition 
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of integrity, benevolence, and ability. An interesting finding in this study was that 

personal charisma increase buyers’ trust to sellers. It didn’t mean which personality 

was better than the others but personal value was expressed in their store. Buyers with 

the same life value would approve and share the same identity. It is discussed as 

“factors overrule reputation” in Josang, Ismail & Boyd (2007). Josang et al. (2007) 

presented that trust is personal and subjective. People rely more on direct experience 

and intimate relationship than trustworthiness rating. It could be unique phenomena in 

Taobao China where collective culture concerns identification of “in-group” and 

individual relationship, which leads to interpersonal trust (Hofstede et al., 2010).  

The result could also be explained as due to standing on sellers’ point, it allowed 

sellers’ to reflect their value in buyer-seller relationship. The reason of absent 

attention in personality charming in previous literature might be lack of focus on 

sellers’ side.  

5.1.5 Buyers’ norms 

According to findings, sellers appreciated integrity of buyers (see table 3). If buyers 

would like to trust sellers and being honest, it would enhance sellers’ trust to buyers. 

It is discussed as “disposition” or “propensity” in previous literature (see table 5) 

According to Beldad et al. (2010), trust propensity means some people trust other 

easier but some do not. Gefen (2000) points out that disposition of buyers leads them 

to trust sellers. Disposition focuses on buyers trust intention to sellers. However, in 

this study, sellers we interviewed could not be sure about buyers’ disposition or 

mental activities, therefore sellers came up with description of honest behavior and 

cheating behavior of buyers. This is the reason we did not address our finding as 

buyers’ disposition or propensity. According to findings, buyers’ integrity increase 

sellers’ trust to them. 

The finding of CHAPINGSHI was unexpected from interviews. The loopholes of 

website regulation made it possible for buyers to practice blackmail to sellers without 

punishment. This is evidence of buyers’ dishonest behavior. Since all interviewees 

heard about CHAPINGSHI, sellers knew about the risk of coming across with 
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dishonest buyers. Therefore, the phenomenon of CHAPINGSHI reduces sellers’ trust 

to buyers. The existence of CHAPINGSHI reflects dark side of internet users and life 

pressure, social injustice, and mental oppression in common life. In Su, Wu, Qin, Dou 

&Wei (2014), CHAPINGSHI is named as Negative Occupational Evaluator. Su et al. 

(2014) analyze the main reason of how Negative Occupational Evaluators can success. 

It is because of loophole of regulation and over protection of buyers’ right. Su et al. 

(2014) also point out that Negative Occupational Evaluator has deteriorated the trust 

environment of Taobao platform and break the law. In previous researches, the 

phenomenon of malicious raters is discussed in recommender system (Chung, Hsu& 

Huang, 2013). Similar to CHAPINGSHI, malicious raters target a particular item and 

comment on it extremely high (called push attacks) or low (called nuke attacks). 

Researchers identified the effect of biased comments as “shilling effects” and give 

suggestion to dilute the effect by IT technique models (Chirita, Nejdl & Zamfir, 2005; 

Chung et al., 2013). Compare to malicious raters, CHAPINGSHI in case of Taobao is 

individual behavior. CHAPINGSHI are self-employed and blackmail buyers. The 

behavior of blackmail in order to get financial income makes the difference of 

CHAPINGSHI. 

Chen, Wu, Srinivasan & Zhang (2013) revealed that there is an industry in Chinese 

internet user, recognized as “internet water army”. The purpose of those “internet 

water army” is to create biased comments and mislead public. Due to the phenomenon 

of “internet water army”, it reduces public trust towards social media comments, 

which also destroy social trust environment in internet users (Chen et al., 2013). 

CHAPINGSHI could be viewed as an outcome of collapsed trust system in society. 

To give an overview of theory links with trust elements, Table 5 is designed as 

followed. We intend to link our discussion with theories to enhance reliability and 

validity. In this table, each element is linked with similar discussion of other 

researches. Those researches in table 5 would also be discussed in section 5.1. 

Elements Theoretical reflection 

Product: 

Detailed Product Information, Photos, 

Product Quality 

Comer, Plank, Reid & Pullins (1999); 

Wang & Emurian (2005); Riegelsberger 

et al. (2003) 
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Communication: 

Instant Online Chatting, WOM 

Wang & Emurian (2005); Li et al. (2012); 

Awad & Ragowsky (2008); 

Fregidou-Malama & Hyder (2015) 

 

3
rd

 Party: 

Regulation, Weak Control of Fraud and 

Blackmail, Trustworthiness System, 

Combination of Platforms 

Kimery & McCord (2002); Daignault et 

al. (2002); Gefen et al. (2003); Beldad et 

al. (2010); Hung et al. (2011); Li et al. 

(2012); Chang et al. (2013); Liu et al. 

(2015); Fregidou-Malama & Hyder 

(2015) 

 

Sellers’ norms: 

Personal Charisma, 

Integrity & Be Responsible 

 

Mayer et al. (1995); Lee & Turban, 

(2001); Josang et al. (2007); 

Fregidou-Malama & Hyder (2015) 

Buyers’ norms: 

CHAPINGSHI, Buyers’ Integrity 

Mayer et al. (1995); Chirita et al. (2005); 

Chung et al. (2013);Chen et al. (2013); 

Su et al. (2014); Fregidou-Malama & 

Hyder (2015) 

 

Table 5-Constructs and links to theories 

Source: Own construction. 

5.2 Integration at Trust Stages 

In this section, the trust stages and the element interplayed within them are discussed. 

Consistent with Mayer et al. (1995), the three factors of ability, benevolence and 

integrity are assessed here as the trustworthy standard. This examination process 

further illustrates what elements sellers are using in different stages of trust and why 

they use them. 

5.2.1 Knowledge-based Trust 

According to our findings, the process of gaining knowledge of products was the 

process of establishing knowledge-based trust. Through interplay of trust elements: 

product, 3
rd

 party and communication, buyers get information of product, 

trustworthiness level of store, WOM comments, and consult from online chatting. As 

a result, buyers form expectation of how well could this seller fulfills the promise 

(ability), to what extend would the seller do me a favor (benevolence), and how 

reliable the seller is (integrity). By building buyers’ knowledge, sellers show their 
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ability, benevolence and integrity in order to gain buyers’ trust. According Mayer et al. 

(1995), three aspects of trustworthiness of sellers are ability, benevolence and 

integrity which are widely applied in previous literature. The stage of 

knowledge-based trust is proved to fulfill the three aspects in preliminary time phase. 

The stage of knowledge-based trust is viewed as first step of buyers’ trust towards 

sellers in this study. This is consistent with previous researches in which it is defined 

as cognition-based trust (Gefen et al., 2003; Li et al., 2012). Before first-hand 

experience, buyers get second-hand knowledge and impression of sellers. In 

researches of knowledge-trust link, knowledge has positive effect on trust building 

(Wang, Chen & Jiang, 2009).  

5.2.2 Experience-based Trust 

People have belief in the continuous presence of sellers’ past behaviors (Gefen et al., 

2003; Li et al., 2012). Unlike knowledge-based trust that base trust on others’ 

information, experience-based trust is enhanced on the basis of buyers’ own 

individual previous satisfied purchase experience (Ramchurn et al., 2003; Walczuch 

& Lundgren, 2004).  “Satisfied with the purchase experience and find the product is 

reliable” is mentioned multiple times by majority of interviewees. This empirical 

finding is coherent to Walczuch & Lundgren (2004) as they point out the past 

experience and satisfaction will result in the trust in e-retailing. As presented in the 

empirical part of experience-based trust, the product and communication are the key 

elements that functioning in this stage. Through the first transaction, buyers can 

experience how well the product quality is and examine its function or utility with the 

former product information or the promises made by sellers. If they are match to each 

other, the ability of trustworthiness is therefore tested. Moreover, the interaction 

between seller and buyer is not end after the first transaction. As presented in 

empirical part, sellers ask feedback from buyers through instant online chatting and 

any additional reasonable requests from buyers could be solved immediately through 

this way. The patience, kindness and reliability of seller can be felt through instant 

online chatting and that is how benevolence (patience, kindness) and integrity 
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(reliable, have principle) are examined. When buyers are satisfied with the promised 

product quality and sellers’ patient service in online chatting, buyers could depend 

their trust on the basis of their own experience and the experience-based trust is 

further enhanced. As Walczuch & Lundgren (2004) point out, the experience-based 

trust is one of the antecedents of superior level of trust (relationship-based trust). The 

experience-based trust is stronger than the trust that based on second-hand knowledge 

and one stage before the stage of relationship-based trust. 

5.2.3 Relationship-based Trust 

As the superior level of trust, the relationship-based trust (also known as 

identification-based trust according to Li et al. (2012) is taking a more intimate form 

as sellers and buyers can interact on other 3
rd

 party platforms (e.g. QQ, Wechat, blog) 

and discuss about individual business together. By repeat exchanges of individual life, 

the relationship between buyers and sellers is no longer stay in business level but a 

more intimate personal level. This extension from business network to personal 

network can be explained by the uniqueness of long-term oriented culture (i.e. China). 

The business network in a long-term oriented country like China, according to 

Hofstede et al. (2010), requires personal network of acquaintances so as to achieve 

success.  

Instead of having trust on product itself or the previous satisfied purchase experience, 

the trust at this stage proved to be the trust towards sellers in person. As the majority 

of interviewees mentioned, buyers form the stable relationship with them through 

constant communication on other 3
rd

 party platforms and thus reckon them as reliable, 

honest people. This is in line with Li et al. (2012) that the ultimate trust is developed 

through emotional bond on the basis of same understanding, value and way of living. 

Bonded by emotional feeling, the buyers can voluntarily tell good things for the 

sellers and even send gifts to sellers during festivals. 

As what mentioned above, the relationship-based trust is enhanced through constant 

communication via other 3
rd

 party platforms, which indicates the interplay of the 

elements of communication and 3rd party. On the other 3
rd

 party platforms like QQ or 
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Wechat (QQ and Wechat are Chinese version of facebook with additional transaction 

function), buyers can see the updates of products from sellers and have access to 

seller’s personal life. They can also get sellers’ advices regarding the usage 

experience and other additional consulting services (free). At this stage, sellers’ 

advices and consulting service show the knowledge of sellers in their domain and the 

way of interaction as well as sellers’ personal lives indicates what kind of things they 

do and what kind of people are they. In this way, the ability of seller is tested through 

their knowledge. The benevolence and integrity are reflected by their personal lives. 

The constant intimate interactions at this stage, as the time goes by, gradually form 

the stable and intimate relationship that maintained by the shared understanding and 

values of both sellers and buyers (Li et al., 2012). 

5.3 Refining model of online trust building 

In Figure 4, it presents a refined framework for online trust building. Data supports 

that sellers use three elements to enhance buyers’ trust. The dotted arrow (see figure 4) 

from buyers’ norms means that from sellers’ point of view, buyers’ norms could 

influence sellers’ trust. The arrow from sellers’ norms (see figure 4) to 

knowledge-based trust represents sellers have to make effort in building trust. Dotted 

arrow (see figure 4) from buyers’ norms to knowledge-based trust means buyers also 

need to participate to build mutual trust. However, since the study did not collect data 

directly from buyers, we use dotted arrow to separate. In figure 4, three stages of trust 

are presented from one stage move to the next one. The logic behind this movement is 

that most sellers establish personal relationship after buyer’s purchase, which takes 

longest time. In another way, relationship-based trust is long-term trust, which is 

generated from the first stage “knowledge-based trust” but would not develop to close 

relationship until buyers have impressive experience of interaction and product.  
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Represents influence based on second hand evidence  

Represents influence based on first hand evidence 

 

Represents development trend 

 

Figure 4-Online trust building process for private sellers in Taobao 

Source: Own construction. 
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6. Conclusion 

In this chapter, the authors discuss the fulfillment of research aim and questions, 

emphasize highlights of this study and provide theoretic application as well as 

managerial application. Limitation is presented and linked to future possibilities.    

6.1 Research question and aim are fulfilled 

Two research questions are discussed in this study regarding how online trust is built 

in different time stages and what are the trust elements that interplay between sellers 

and buyers. Moreover, the findings of this study further examined two characteristics 

of trust, i.e. trust exists in both parties (interaction) and has different time stages 

(dynamic).  

The results show that online trust indeed develop through time phases and three stages 

of trust have been identified, namely knowledge-based trust, experience-based trust 

and relationship-based trust. Product, communication and 3rd party are proved to be 

the elements that work in trust building process. Thus, the first research question 

regarding how online trust is built dynamically is answered. Our study shows the first 

time buyer establish knowledge-based trust through  information of product, 

trustworthiness level of store, WOM comments, and consult from online chatting. On 

knowledge-based trust stage, trust is formed based on the second-hand information. 

The experience-based trust stage is based on buyers’ previous satisfied purchase 

experience. The interplaying elements on this stage are product and communication 

via the fulfilled product utility value as well as the consult from online chatting. On 

the final stage of trust building process, identified as relationship-based trust, trust is 

developed to an intimate level through the communication on the other 3rd party 

platforms like QQ, Wechat or blog. Buyers can have access to sellers’ personal lives 

and understand sellers as unique individuals rather than the unfamiliar sellers that sell 

products. Emotional bond are established through shared understandings and values 

between buyers and sellers. Moreover, the buyers’ trust towards sellers evolves to the 

trust in sellers as unique individuals. The interplay of trust elements functioning in 

different trust stages clarifies the second research question of this study. 

The development of trust in different time stages indicates the dynamic feature of 
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trust. Moreover, the trustworthiness of sellers is also examined through their ability, 

benevolence and integrity. Correspondently, benevolence (i.e. understandable) and 

integrity (i.e. do not blackmail sellers) are illustrated as the trustworthiness of buyers. 

The online trust that exists on both parties highlights the importance of interaction (i.e. 

instant communication). 

6.2 Highlights 

This section presents the most important findings of this study. Cheating behaviors of 

both parties and the importance of combining online social networking platforms 

when enhancing relationship-based trust are highlighted in this section. 

6.2.1 Fraud and blackmail 

In this study, fraud and blackmail have identified as the common phenomenon and 

great obstacles to build trust on Taobao website. The fraud is manifested through the 

fake products and fake comments that generate from fake transactions. The blackmail 

is usually made by CHAPINSHI, which are the malicious raters who threat sellers 

with negative comments. It is worth noticing for this phenomenon because the fraud is 

the cheating done by sellers and blackmail is the cheating done by buyers. The 

existence of fraud and blackmail hinder the development of mutual trust between 

sellers and buyers. The result indicates the malicious behaviors (i.e. fraud and 

blackmail), no matter done by sellers or buyers, will develop a vicious circle that 

finally destroys the confidence towards trust for both parties. This suggests all the 

participants in the transaction need to rethink about taking cheating practice if they 

want mutual trust to ensure the repeat transactions. 

6.2.2 Relationship-based trust and combination of platforms 

As the results show, the relationship-based trust is the stable and superior level of 

trust in the trust building process. Being a country of long-term oriented culture, the 

business in China needs the involvement of personal network of acquaintances, which 

implicitly indicate the importance of relationship-based trust might be more 

significant in China. Moreover, this study identified the pattern that the majority of 

the sellers are using the combination of online social networking platforms (i.e. QQ or 

blog) to develop their networks to enhance trust. The relationship-based trust is 
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evolved to a more intimate trust to sellers as unique individuals. The importance of 

relationship-based trust and the operation of the combination of 3
rd

 party platforms 

have highlighted in this study. This suggests the need for sellers to make well use of 

the social networking platforms when doing businesses, especially in long-term 

oriented country like China. 

6.3 Implication 

Theoretical and practical implications are presented in this section to show the 

contribution of this study. 

6.3.1 Theoretical implication 

This study contributes to marketing research in ecommerce field regarding online 

trust building. It develops framework of online trust building in time phase based on 

three elements: product, communication and 3
rd

 party (Taobao and social networking 

apps). The theoretic framework fills up the theoretical gaps by revealing the dynamic 

and interactive feature of online trust. 

Another contribution is emphasis of mutual trust and highlighting the weight of 

buyers’ integrity. Mutual trust indicates that integrity, ability and benevolence are not 

only standards for sellers but also for buyers. It implies the maintenance of a business 

relationship requires integrity of all the participants involved. Moreover, it reveals 

that the interpersonal trust and relationship are especially important in a country with 

long-term oriented culture. 

6.3.2 Practical implication 

The practical implication suggests that it is important for private sellers to improve 

products and communication in order to develop buyers’ trust. Taobao managers 

needs to aware the environment of trust is important for both buyers and sellers. 

Overprotection towards one party would destroy the platform. More practice of 

dishonesty gives pressure to honest users, which makes it hard to build trust system in 

the internet environment. However, with the increasing popularity of online shopping, 

the punishment loopholes regarding dishonesty practices are expecting to decrease 

with the perfection of legislation. Therefore, the online sellers should not tempt to 
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take dishonest practice considering its damage to trust, especially when the buyers’ 

willingness to trust is already weakened by the existing online cheating behaviors.  

This study suggests online trust building in countries like China requires more efforts 

in building personal relationship with combination of platforms. A mix of social 

media, offline shop, mobile shop and mobile instant chatting is popular application in 

online marketing. Since Chinese culture values personal trust while seller’ norms 

influence buyers’ trust, it could be effective for private sellers to build store image or 

store personality in order to attract buyers. Sellers need to keep in mind it is necessary 

to show buyers that they are able to fulfill promise (ability), willing to do good things 

for buyers (benevolence) and they are always honest (integrity). 

6.4 Limitation and future research 

Although this study is designed to investigate process of trust building in real world 

context, the validity still could be questioned in following aspects. The study was 

conducted in qualitative case study that limits generalization. However, the case of 

Taobao represents typical website that is most popular in China. We carefully selected 

effective elements in online trust building to generate understandable and applicable 

theory framework. Interviews of this study were conducted through online instant 

chatting and telephone. Without face-to-face communication, there is risk to bias 

interviewees’ answer. To reduce misunderstanding, we kept contact and 

double-checked with interviewees when doubts occurred. We also asked further 

questions during the period of study when new constructs appeared. The study is 

supported with rich evidence based on interviews. Application of tables and figures 

showed reliable evidence and theoretical reflection. We are confident that the 

conceptual framework developed could reflect online trust building antecedents and 

process in real-world context and be applicable in other website platforms and other 

countries. 

Due to large coverage of internet users of Taobao website, we suggest further research 

to apply quantitative method in order to present whether trust building is different 

based on location (north or south, west or east), business field (food, cosmetic, clothes) 
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or social identification of buyers and sellers. This study shows Taobao applied 

different regulation towards private sellers and company sellers. The punishment for 

customer complaints is lighter for private sellers, which explains why they are less 

attacked by CHAPINGSHI comparing to company sellers. Interviewees revealed 

serious blackmail towards company sellers. It is reasonable that company sellers have 

different trust environment and trust building process compared to private sellers. 

Further research could focus on company sellers (in TMALL section of Taobao). In 

addition, the study of CHAPINGSHI behavior requires more attention. It would be 

benefit for both Taobao and other websites to reduce blackmail before it goes 

forwards. Taobao in China showed national culture features in trust building process. 

There are researches about cross-culture comparison of online shopping behavior and 

trust building. Further possibilities could be comparison of websites in China 

regarding adaptation to local environment or websites from distant culture.  
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Appendices 

Appendix 1 is the outline of interview questions. Appendix 2 includes two 

transcriptions and coding examples that referred in empirical finding chapter. 

Appendix 3 presents two official links and homepages of Taobao and Tmall website 

to show their difference. 

Appendix 1 

Outline of Interview Questions 

1. What is the purpose to have decoration in online store? 

2. Do you have special design of shop layout? 

3. Do you have special design with photos? 

4. For your consumers, is price or quality of product more important?  

5. How do you show product quality in website? 

6. Is it important to upload new products regularly? 

7. How do you inform your customer about your new product? 

8. Can sale and promotion attract more consumers? 

9. Would good experience of return and refund increase repurchase? 

10. Would refuse of return and refund reduce consumers, or bring negative 

comments? 

11. Would shipment delivery delay bring negative impression of consumers?  

12. Do you apply any practice to increase positive comments? 

13. Have you employed people for customer service? 

14. What do you train to customer service clerk? 

15. What is the ratio of purchase by oneself (without consulting) in your store? 

16. Compare to before, what is the difficult now to run online shop? 

17. For advertisement from Taobao, do they really help to increase sale? 

18. Do you use other platforms to increase your sales? 

19. Have you met “CHAPINGSHI” before? 

20. Do you think personality have effect on trust? 

21. Do you think trust is important in online shopping? 

22. What can Taobao do to avoid “CHAPINGSHI”? 
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Appendix 2 

Transcription of two interviewees 

Transcription of two interviewees (what written in blankets are the content of coding 

by authors) 

Shui Mao Store (from 2012, 3 blue crowns level) 

Shop ID: 

https://shop68633098.taobao.com/?spm=a230r.7195193.1997079397.2.sq3QLp 

1. How long has your store been opened? 

More than three years. From 2012. (N/A) 

2. Did you pay for decoration design of your store? 

I paid to Taobao for store decoration template. (information/website: store decoration 

is paid) Many sellers would change a bit of template, but I didn’t. I didn’t learn how 

to design. 

3. Why do you decide to spend money on template？Is it worth? 

Template is not expensive. For a good template, it cost several hundreds. Now, 

Taobao changed its service. Monthly payment is less than 100 Yuan. (3rd party: 

Taobao offer template, developed to good deal for sellers) 

4. The price of template is lower now, right? 

Before, I pay for a template and don’t need to pay every month. But now template 

changed to monthly rend, and compare to previous service, it is a bit cheaper. (3rd 

party: Taobao offer template, developed to good deal for sellers) 

5. Within less than 3 years, you have achieved three blue crowns. What is the most 

important issue for your shop? 

If the store has no team work, then the store depends on effort and chance. I think 

chance is very important. (N/A)Otherwise efforts are paid in vain. For experienced 

team, they can sell anything and earn money. They know how to promote and operate. 

(N/A) 

6. Are you alone or with a team? Full time or part time? 

I am alone. At the beginning it is only me. At the beginning, it started to be popular to 

sell handmade products. Stores were not many. I was not in the most popular period, 
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but the end of the trend. Now, handmade products store are really many.(3rd party: 

competitors are increasing heavily) 

7. How did you get so many consumers at that time? They come for product quality 

or?  

Years before, crown store sounds very valuable, hard to achieve. But nowadays, there 

are so many stores. And crown store is common now. (3rd party: years before, hard to 

achieve high rank, now, easy) 

My store developed because of Taobao forum (background: online forum, free open 

to consumers and sellers.) I don’t know how to promote, how to marketing. (3rd party: 

forum for communication) 

8. Forum？What is that about? 

Taobao forum was very popular at that time. Many girls share comments about online 

shopping. They discuss about cosmetic, makeup and other good products. I wrote 

blogs as well about what products I like to use. It was out of expectation that many 

people read my blogs. They want to try my products. So I start my store. There were 

not many products at that time. Most were things fit for myself. (3rd party: forum for 

product promotion, helping to develop consumers) 

 One year later, Taobao forum was closed. I felt very pity. The channel of sharing 

was closed. (3rd party: close forum due to strategy decision)There are two other 

sharing forums, where I share my products. And consumers come from there as well. 

My store is mainly promoted in blogs and forums of girls. No extra advertisement. 

(3rd party: advertisement is not applied. Communication: through social media 

(knowledge-based trust)) 

9. It means they come for your products and love the quality, so you develop 

consumers? 

Yes, they used my products which are mild, good quality in good price. (product: 

quality is attractive to consumers)Then they would repurchase. But without 

advertisement, consumers disappear slowly. (3rd party: advertisement is important 

otherwise, consumers are disappearing.) 
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10. Old consumers would stop buying? 

Because girls buy products here and there. (Consumer characteristic: girls purchase in 

different places) Although products are good, they would like try new things. They 

find good products and buy and may never buy again. (Consumer characteristic: girls 

would like to try different products. Hard to control customer loyalty. ) 

11. Do you have new consumers? 

Yes, I have new consumers, but not many. Not many every day. So this year sales is 

not good. I don’t promote neither. Mainly because my personal reasons. I get married, 

renovate new house and go out traveling. (N/A) 

12. Package of your products are pretty, why you chose that? 

My products packages are also simple without out package. I like something cute. 

(Product: package is simple) 

13. Although sales of this year is not good as before, you still have customer service 

clerk, right? 

No, I don’t employee clerk now. Before, I have. Since I moved, I didn’t find any. 

Now the salary is very expensive. Price is high. It is not busy now, but next year I 

would work harder. (Communication: service clerk is not employed because of salary 

cost.) 

14. I compare your price with others. it is not low. What do you think about price? 

Competitive price sounds not important for me. (Transaction: price is not important)I 

think if one is good at promotion, anything could be sold. For those who are good at 

marketing, consumers feel worthy to buy them. (Transaction: promotion is more 

important than price) 

15. Do you have any plan of promotion? 

NO, I don’t have experience and I wish to study. (N/A) 

16. Did you write product description by yourself? Would consumers read that? 

Yes, I wrote by myself. Half of the consumers would read that. (Information/website: 

half of consumers would read product introduction) 

17. Do you have plan to upload new products regularly?  
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I release new products almost every month. (Product: new products are uploading 

regularly) 

18. Do you make products by yourself? 

No, some cream and serum are produced in factory. (Product: products are made by 

hand or by factory) 

19. Is it important to upload new products? 

Yes, it is important. (Product: new products are very important)Girls like change, and 

they would like to pursue new ideas. Any business field needs innovation. Even 

though products are based on nature recipe, it is necessary. When girls around you fall 

in love with something new, you also want to try them. (Consumers characteristic: 

girls like to try new things. Peer pressure push girl to pursue new trend) 

20. Did you find factory by yourself?  

Yes, many skin products brands have outsourced to factory. The brands only work for 

marketing. So factories have contracts with several brands. (Products: some 

production is outsource) 

21. It seems you have to think not only about consumers, but also producers or 

suppliers.  

Yes. I reach it step by step so it is not difficult. Now it is hard to run business in 

Taobao for every area. (N/A) 

22. Do you have quality control? 

Yes, I have to control the quality. Otherwise, I’m not sure about effect or feeling after 

usage. (Product: quality control is necessary.) 

23. Will consumers come to you for consultant after sale?  

Yes, old consumers would tell me if it is good or not. A small part of consumers never 

say anything. (Communication: old consumers give feedback, some don’t.) 

24. Have you experience return and refund? Do you allow return and refund? 

If it is allergic, return and refund is allowed. After usage, the products are not 

returnable. (Transaction: return and refund is allowed due to allergic.) If the products 

are not used, during 7 days of receive, consumers could return without reasons. This 
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is according to principals of Taobao. But the rule suits clothes business. For facial 

products, after usage I cannot sell that product again. So I don’t allow return after 

usage. (3rd party: return and refund regulation to protect consumers’ right. Flexible 

application for different products.) 

25. Do you think it could keep more consumers if they can return and refund? 

No. (Transaction: return and refund cannot bring more consumers.) Allergic cases are 

not many. I feel sorry if they get allergic. (Sellers personality: feel sorry when 

consumers get allergic.) 

26. If they got allergic, consumers would come back to you for repurchase or not? 

There were repurchase, but very few. Some girls are very nice. They got allergic but 

said no problem. They were considerate. (Consumers characteristic: kind consumers 

forgive allergic problems.) 

27. Did you receive negative comments?  

Yes. Every now and then. (WOM, sellers receive negative comments) 

28. What do you feel about the negative comments? 

More people are kind. Otherwise I would be mad. (Consumers characteristic: most 

people are kind.)I am very serious person. If it is my mistake I would accept. But if 

not, I would argue with her. (Sellers personality: serious person accept mistake. But 

sellers also argue with consumers.) 

29. Have you met “chapingshi”? 

Yes. Many times. (Communication: chapingshi is met many times)There is an 

organization called “Eater” (chihuo). They are individuals not employed but get 

together to do the same thing. They just want to get something for free. Others have 

bad personalities, who just love to give negative comments. The “eaters”, they get 

together, buy products and ask for refund without return the products. (Consumers 

characteristic: Eaters, as a group of chapingshi. Threaten and cheat for money back. 

Bad personality) They search for vulnerability of rules in Taobao system and study 

psychology of sellers. Usually they attach the companies, not individual sellers. 

Because company sellers are under stricter rules and management. Taobao would 
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punish company sellers according to consumers complain. (3rd party: rules in Taobao 

leave holes for chapingshi to take advantage. Company sellers suffer from bad side of 

rules. Rules in Taobao protect buyers) 

30. Can you recognize “chapingshi” in advance? 

No. I cannot tell from the beginning, before transaction. (Communication: chapingshi 

could not be recognize in advance)Those are the one who want to get free products. 

And they get together to share experience. I heard about these chatting groups online. 

In their online chatting group, they share how to get products without payment. Many 

of them who leave neutral comments or negative comments, only bought a little. Then 

they threaten sellers to refund them if sellers want to change comments to good 

comments. My friends say those people are poor, have no money, they are unhappy, 

their mental is unbalanced. (Consumers characteristic: how chapingshi work and why 

they cheat) (Background: Some sellers want to have positive comments for products. 

If there are negative comments, it influences their trust worthiness level.)  

31. For positive comments, do you have any promotion to encourage positive 

comments? 

Now there are many stores pay back some cash for positive comments. So it is harder 

and harder to know the truth about products.  (Background: some sellers say if you 

leave a positive comment, you got 3-5 Yuan cash back for next purchase.) 

(Communication: many sellers pay some money back to encourage positive 

comments) 

I don’t like that. I feel it is against my choice. (Sellers personality: sellers don’t like to 

change negative comments. Seller’s honesty or principle ) 

32. Do you worry about not enough positive comments? Are positive comments 

important? 

Positive comments were very important before. That’s why consumers can threaten 

sellers with neutral and negative comments. (3rd party: comments system used to be 

serious important to store reputation and rank.)But within these 2 years, Taobao 

changed the rule. Rate of positive comments does not link with any store rank. Maybe 
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it is because amount of dispute cases between buyers and sellers. (3rd party: 

comments system was changed to reduce the influence of negative comments.) 

But positive is still important for people’s reference. If a product is with no negative 

comment, it is more reliable. (WOM: positive comments are more reliable.) 

33. Is blue crown a result of positive comments? 

No. crown is not counted on positive comments. Although negative comments reduce 

the point of trust worthiness level. But negative comments are really rare. It doesn’t 

influence to rank of crown. (WOM: negative or positive comments can’t influence 

rank of store.) 

For private sellers Taobao doesn’t have much rule. For company sellers in T-mall, 

guarantee fee for sellers is tens of thousands Yuan. Taobao charged more so they give 

more management control to T-mall. (3rd party: control for private sellers is looser 

than company sellers) 

Taobao would like to build an area for very authentic business, as safety as in offline 

counters.  

Shops in T-mall all have business license and offline shops. They pay tax. We don’t. 

Before T-mall, there are only private sellers in Taobao. It was very chaotic. Fake 

products are many. And sellers cheated buyers. TV was reporting about those cases. 

So Taobao decide to start T-mall. For authentic products and formal stores. (3rd party: 

taobao intends to build T-mall for company sellers)So when shops in T-mall are 

complained by consumers, Taobao gives strict punishment. Those “eaters” are 

specially for T-mall. (3rd party: chapingshi goes for T-mall sellers) 

34. Do you have any plan for promotion sales?  

I have my own sale during 11.11 but not much. Those shops in T-mall, they pay 

Taobao much money. And in 11.11T-mall sellers would get more chance to expose 

themselves and have big promotion sales. For private sellers, we are not shown on 

home page of Taobao as advertisements. My discount during 11.11 is just to give 

some good offer to my consumers. (Background: 11.11 is a special shopping day that 

all shops in Taobao have discounts.) (3rd party: taobao give more promotion 
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opportunities to T-mall sellers) 

35. Would there be more new customers during sales in 11.11? 

Consumers like to purchase on 11.11, but not new consumers. (Transaction: sales 

cannot bring new consumers. Sales promotion can’t build trust) 

36. What do you think about the most difficult thing for your business? 

Not enough people working. I need to work with experienced people who want to do 

the same business as me. (N/A) 

37. Do you plan to try advertisement in Taobao? 

No, the price is too high. My profit is low. Without experience, I will only lose money 

with advertisement in Taobao.(3rd party: advertisement is not applied.) 

38. Do consumers ask you before purchase? 

Most consumers would ask about effect of products. My products have medical 

effects. People buying skin care products would ask me. (Product & communication: 

consumers would ask for information about products before purchase.) 

39. Do you think it is important to build trust between sellers and buyers? 

Important! But hard to build. (trust process: trust is important but hard to build.) 

If buyer trust seller, one buy the products and after purchase, buyer would think about 

products in a good way. When receive products, buyer would be happy and look for 

good things about products, like a treasure. (Trust process: trust influence consumers’ 

attributes. Lack of trust would leads to more negative attributes) If buyer doesn’t trust 

seller, they would come up with doubt and bad things about products once they get 

products. When they see products in picky eyes, about color, about picture 

consistence, no product could satisfy them. Sometimes, consumers don’t trust in me. 

When they receive products of skin care, they would look at the package in dislike 

attitude. They would look for effects after only 1-2 days. When effect is not 

significant, they would think I am cheating them. (Trust process: Lack of trust would 

leads to more negative attributes) 

40. What do you think are the most important issues for trust building? (Trust 

antecedents:) 
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Personal appeal: when you first open the store, you would feel the sellers’ personality, 

life value. You could also feel that from sellers’ reply to comments, and product 

description.  

Service: instant online chatting. If reply is not on time or answer is not the focus point, 

consumers would hardly trust sellers. (Communication: service mind) 

Information: timely response 

41. For “chapingshi”, what do you think Taobao could do to reduce the harm of that? 

No, it is very hard for Taobao to recognize which buyers are “chapingshi”. They 

could do nothing as 3rd party. (3rd party could hardly control chapingshi. Chapingshi 

is hard to be recognized) And the principals in Taobao are more for consumers, to 

protect buyers. We sellers are the one making money, so we are the one to take those 

as compensation. (3rd party: rules in taobao are protecting buyers.) 

 

Xiejiang Fang---three blue crowns 

Shop ID: 

https://shop34779454.taobao.com/?spm=a230r.7195193.1997079397.2.ZIH7ql 

 

1. I have found a statement in your web shop that: “the quality of one store depends 

not on sellers or products but on quality of consumers.”Can you explain about this? 

In china, it is something about “yin and yang”, Taoism. In western world it is 

psychology. I used information I got to analysis the background of consumers, like 

education, family, earning. (Sellers personality: sellers analysis consumers 

identity)The writing in my store is a two side sword. It could hurt some buyers when 

comparing “diamonds” buyers with “heart” buyers. However, it would encourage 

some honest buyers come to my store. Those buyers would think the seller is honest 

and the writing reflected true situation. (Information/website: express sellers’ value in 

writing to let consumers know seller is honest) (Background: the writing in this web 

store argues that consumers in this store are not bought, they are real people. The 

sellers claimed he had never paid anyone to leave good comments or cheat for sales. 

The seller expressed he chose buyers before transaction and thought highly about 

https://shop34779454.taobao.com/?spm=a230r.7195193.1997079397.2.ZIH7ql
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personality of consumers.) 

With this writing, actually I choose buyers. My purpose is to filter consumers or clean 

consumers. Our consumers need to have purchase power. Our products are sold to 

European and USA. Shoes styles are different from Chinese shoes. Our consumers 

need to have the taste for those shoes. Taste of fashion relates to their earnings, what 

they pursue, and their occupation. It shows many aspects. (Sellers personality: sellers 

choose buyers, judge buyers from purchase behavior) 

2. How to you chose consumers? 

There are many ways. In western world, they say consumer is god, which is very 

popular in western world. But in China trust is a big problem. Sense of trust and 

honesty is not strong as in western world.(consumer characteristic: trust is weak in 

China)In western world they have faith but not here. A part of consumers in China, 

like to take advantage of their rights and get something extra for themselves. They 

mean to be bad, and they want to get what they want ignoring rules. (Consumers 

characteristic: some consumers mean to be bad, mean to break rules, like to take 

advantage)We cannot avoid that.  

3. Can you tell who the bad guy is before sell product to the consumer? 

I can tell consumers’ identity from their name and home location. (Sellers personality: 

seller can tell consumers identity from their information)But our customer service 

clerks cannot do that. But with our writing, we can let them know that we want honest 

consumers, without bargain or arguments. For us we don’t think about to have 

business with all people. We can never sell shoes to all people. Some people think 

they could earn all the money. But we think according to our shoes style, we have 

suitable age group. (Information/website: sellers expression of business in website) 

For us, we focus on enlarging the suitable group, to let more suitable people come to 

us. Some company have good market share without advertisement. We were thinking 

to copy their model to our store. And the best marketing strategy we can find is “word 

of mouth”---good reputation. (WOM: is important)Then what can influence word of 

mouth? If we didn’t see each other, what we say could always be a lie. Products 
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should be good. (Product: quality is important)After using our products, quality is 

good, price is good, and consumers would naturally what to continue purchasing. 

After that my consumers would spread good comments of my products to friends, 

workmates. By sharing their experience, they bring more and more consumers. 

(Consumers satisfaction: consumers will share experience after satisfied. Trust 

process: experience based.) 

And our products are various. For example, my target age group is 20-30. But we 

expand our products to seniors, to children, to parents etc. And our product range 

expands to bags, shoes, belts and leather coat. Because we have good foundation of 

consumers, we can go for better sales. We develop products range and consumer 

range. So that we would not be influenced by the current situation of competition. 

(N/A) 

4. What is your target consumer group? 

We focus on 25-50 age. Because their earnings are stable and most often have family. 

As I viewed, for those who have experience in family life, if they are not too stupid, 

they could understand a lot about meaning of life. They also have more experience on 

choosing products. People are more and more smart. (Consumers characteristic: 

consumers with family are experienced in choosing products) 

For let new consumers in, we need to have good products so as to leave good 

impression to them. If we don’t have good products, after one or two times purchase, 

they would leave us.  We need to treat them by heart. And they will feel that. (Trust 

process: experience based.) 

But our store has short coming in dealing with customer service. It is a long term 

problem in our store. To see it another side, I used to do business with company. I got 

a lot experience with business negotiation based on knowledge and common 

principals. (N/A) 

But now with private consumers, they don’t care about principals, and they do 

whatever they want. (Consumers characteristic: some consumers don’t care about 

rules.) Our laws are more for consumers, to protect them. (3rd party: rules in Taobao 
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are for consumers.)We sometimes have conflicts with buyers. Few buyers are ruining 

our reputation when leaving negative comments. (WOM: negative comments have 

bad effect in reputation.)Some years ago, our business is very easy. There were rarely 

return and refund cases. 100 transactions maybe had one or two return and refund. 

Our work was very relax. Communication with consumers were very easy. (N/A)Do 

you know why? Because years ago, people who buy online are those who have good 

education and good quality, good earning. (Consumer characteristic: years ago 

consumers were those who have good education.) When those people were shopping 

online, they may even think that even though I was cheated by online store, I lose 

several hundred Yuan. It was not a big deal for me anyway. With this attribute, they 

were more tolerant. (Consumer characteristic: years ago consumers don’t think it’s a 

big deal to be cheated online, according to this seller.)They considered the price was 

much lower than market, which was good enough. We think for consumers, the less 

money they earned the more picky they are. (Consumer characteristic: the less money 

consumers have, the pickier they are.) They are picky for superficial stuff. They 

cannot see deep value. For example, if we say buying 2nd hand car, poor people cares 

about appearance. They don’t think about engine. (Consumer characteristic: picky 

consumers think about superficial things.)But for those who know about the value, 

they would wonder if any accident occurred, if the condition of the car is ok, if the car 

has much repair. They are two different people. The more people have money, the 

more they think about practical issues. The poorer people are, the more superficial 

they are. Of course, for those who only focus on superficial thing, they are doomed to 

be poor. (Consumer characteristic: rich consumers think about practical things. Poor 

people think about superficial thing.) For those who think about key points, they are 

doomed to be rich. (N/A) 

5. Why do you say you are proud about there are many buyers in your store who are 

diamond buyers?  

There are reasons I mentioned about diamond buyers. For true buyers, not fake one, 

not cheating for fake trust worthiness level, the true buyers who are diamond buyers 
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means they have spent hundreds of thousands of Yuan in Taobao. (Consumer 

characteristic: some consumers have fake trust worthiness level.)Some consumers in 

our store, they spend 50-60 thousands in shoes. If a buyer is 4-5 diamond trust 

worthiness level, they have spent one million CNY in Taobao. (Consumer 

characteristic: to be 4-5 diamonds buyer, buyers need to spend) For those people, they 

are rich, they have brain, they can think. They spend so much money therefore they 

must have a lot of experience. If you see those powerful buyers are purchasing much 

in one store, then you can tell that products from this store are very stable and good. 

(consumer characteristic: high level of buyers in store means products are reliable.) 

Also, products, pictures, seller himself or herself are influencing the trust. (Trust 

antecedents: products, pictures, sellers’ personality) 

6. What do you mean seller himself could influence the trust? (14.12) 

To tell the truth, seller would influence his store and express his value in store. For 

example, the seller would not sell products he doesn’t like. (Seller’s personality: 

personal value influence choice of product.)He would not do things he doesn’t like. If 

you have 10 million CNY, I believe you will not go to dirty restaurant to eat. You 

must find a good environment, clean and with good taste. If you only have one 

thousand CNY, you must go to a dirty place because you have to save money. Money 

influence personality, personality influence our choice. (N/A) 

 

Sometimes if you observe, you find that some people talk and their words are not for 

pleasing others. But if you are friend of him, what he promised to you he would 

definitely achieve. For some other people who are marketing, sales persons, or public 

relationship persons, they promised but they didn’t do by heart. They don’t offend 

anyone but they are not reliable to anyone. (Sellers’ personality: honesty leads to 

promise fulfillment.) 

So you put your personality in the store layout, store design and store value. (Sellers’ 

personality: personal value is expressed in web store.)We present our value and look 

for buyers sharing the same value. (trust process: sellers come to find consumers with 
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same life value)It is not only to sell or buy in Taobao. It is more about communication 

and through communication to innovation in order develop products in market. It 

requires profession and efficient communication with consumers. (Communication: 

communication leads to innovation based on consumer demands) 

Some brands in China, they developed and then disappear. They were too weak in 

competition. (N/A) 

7. How do you keep developing in competition? 

We are not keeping developing. Sometimes when we are too busy too successful, we 

even feel like to close the store. I wish that we could finish this business earlier so that 

we can rest and enjoy our life. (Sellers’ personality: have made enough money. Don’t 

want to be too busy.) 

8. You wrote in web store that: we don’t want to be the best seller and don’t want to 

fight for anything. How do you mean? 

We are mid-age people, around 40 years old. At this age, our life is stable, car, house, 

kids’ education we all have. We think more about our dream. My dream is to make 

the best shoes for our consumers. For this dream we need to set strategies. It takes 

time. There is almost no shoes shop in Taobao that have international level 

productivity. It is very hard to cooperate with big shoes factory. It requires high 

volume. Another thing is we need to develop with factory. I have much experience in 

world top class leather factory. I learned the whole process. (Seller’ personality: seller 

is experienced in leather industry and professional. Seller has dream for shoes 

industry.) 

9. You could not tell consumers about all these ideas, how can you let consumers 

know? 

Customer service clerks cannot express that much. One reason is because our 

management system is not working properly. (N/A) 

Another practical issue is that the clerks they are really busy. They have to deal with 

different small issues, and every day there are people looking for trouble. If you 

choose girls that are good at providing services, they don’t like to be so tired. But now 
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our clerks are not so soft to deal with argument but they are working very hard. 

(Communication: Service clerks are employed. They are not so soft to solve 

problems.) 

10. So you have many trouble with consumers？ 

Yes. For example, some consumers complained feet were painful when wearing our 

shoes. It is hard to guarantee. We cannot promise your feet would fit in perfect and 

with no pain. (consumer expectation: consumer expect for what we cannot promise. 

Then they complain) 

11. Will negative comments influence your store？ 

No, not much influence. (WOM: negative comments don’t influence store 

rank.)Actually I do not surrender to any threats. This is my personality. From I was a 

child I never surrender to any threats, even raising my life. (Sellers’ personality: don’t 

surrender to any threats)But Taobao service people talked to me said: when your store 

is bigger and bigger, it is unavoidable to meet some mad dogs. Mad dogs bite on you 

but you cannot bite back to them. So they suggest me, if I meet with problems, I was 

biten and I need to swallow the anger. (3rd party: seller management staffs from 

Taobao suggest sellers to compensate to buyers. Sellers take this advice) 

To go one step back. Sometimes I have to choose like this. (Sellers’ personality: 

sellers have to give up personality and bold down to situation.) For offline shops, if 

consumers don’t dare to argue about crazy thing. People in offline shop would come 

up and fight. (N/A) 

12. Have you heard about “chapingshi”? 

I met them. (Consumer characteristic: I met chapingshi.)There is a kind of shoe pad 

sold in my store. The year before last year, I heard the sound of transaction; there 

were many transactions at the same time. After I saw, I said to myself oh, I must meet 

with the professional “chapingshi”. They purchased 9 shoe pad. That was my first 

time to meet “chapingshi”. I was a bit nervous. It would be very troublesome. 

Although negative comments are not big deal for us, argue back and forth with 

customers is very annoying. They leaved different address. I called control person 
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from Taobao, but he said, regardless of address, you have to deliver products since 

they already paid. Otherwise they would complaint. I knew they were bad guys and if 

I delivered products to them, then I gave them the chance to extort me. So I didn’t 

listen to Taobao. I contacted with those buyers and told them I would not deliver 

products. And they complained about me. The system deduced 2-3 marks for one 

complaint about this issue. Taobao gave them the chance to threat me with the 

principal of deducing total mark of trust worthiness. I contacted them and said frankly, 

I knew you were “chapingshi”. You wanted to earn this money but you need to check 

who I am. You cannot get anything from me. Two of them delete the transaction. One 

“chapingshi” said he would continue to complain. I check this buyer’s purchase 

history. I contact sellers where he bought from. I asked the seller to let me know what 

he bought and where was his address. One seller replied to me who was just open and 

was heart seller. He told me that his trust worthiness level was fake. He found this guy 

in public online chatting forum, and hired this “chapingshi” to do fake purchase to 

increase trust worthiness level. This is the evidence of cheating, but I cannot give this 

to Taobao control department. Because it influence the seller who told me the truth. 

Taobao would close the store if they knew there were fake transaction. Instead, I 

contacted that “chapingshi” and said, I knew what you have done in other stores. I 

have evidence of you. My relatives are policemen in controlling online business. If I 

expose your information to them, you would definitely in trouble. Now you just extort 

me for 30 CNY, but I could report that you try to extort me for 3000 CNY. Then 

police would put on record and detect. If they lock your IP address, you could not 

escape. Taobao could also close your account. Then this “chapingshi” disappear. If 

you want to compensate, then you have to pay them money or get a negative comment. 

(consumer characteristic: a case of fighting against chapingshi by seller himself.) 

It is their job to create fake transaction, most often for heart sellers to raise to diamond 

sellers. (consumer characteristic: chapingshi help to increase sale and trust level.)And 

they threaten other sellers to leave negative comments so as to get refund without 

return products. (Consumer characteristic: chapingshi extort sellers)They are a group 
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of people by individuals. They come together to do it but have separate earnings. 

They don’t buy expensive products, instead, they only buy cheap things under 5 CNY. 

If they extorted for 10 CNY, they earn easily. They would also use the trick as they 

didn’t receive the products. And they asked for another delivery. Even for small 

products, you have to pay shipment fee. Therefore, many sellers pay to them so as to 

get rid of troubles.(consumer characteristic: how do the chapingshi work)It is hard to 

protect oneself from them. (Consumer characteristic: chapingshi is hard to avoid in 

advance) 

But I choose not to surrender. (Sellers’ personality) 

13. Is comment an important reference for consumers? 

Yes. It was very serious years ago. (WOM: comments were serious issue years 

ago)Negative comment is a very serious attach for new sellers who just try to 

establish trust. (WOM: influence special to new sellers)It there are negative comments 

or neutral comments, some sellers would close the product and upload again to delete 

the history comments. (WOM: some sellers would delete the information)But I would 

not do that. We think it is common to receive negative comments. (WOM: I keep 

them there.)There are some buyers who only check history comments without their 

own judgment of products. (WOM: some buyers only check comments, which I think 

is stupid.) 

14. It is written in your web store that 70% consumers are old consumer, experience 

one. Does it mean negative comments would not influence them? 

No, negative comments are not influencing them. (WOM: negative words don’t 

influence old consumers)We focus on how we reply to their negative comments. 

Sometimes consumers leave very bad comments when their requirements were not 

fulfilled, although we though their requirements were very shameless. We would 

reply to those comments and told the truth and why we do like that. We intended to let 

other consumers know what happened and how we view to those shameless 

requirements. The other consumers would have their judgment about this issue. Then 

those negative comments would not influence them. (WOM: reply to negative 
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comments is a way to present our attitude to bad behavior) 

15. You have detailed information about product quality. And photo. What do you 

think about that？ 

About photo, my friend complained my photos are not good looking. He said who 

would buy your shoes!(Information/website: some people complain my photo is 

ugly. )For me, this is my personality. I wear very normal clothes even sometimes I 

don’t care my looking. But my clothes are not dirty. I’m a farmer and always a farmer. 

My shoes are good, you bought it then you know it. If you buy for a good picture and 

don’t buy because of a less good picture, their thinking is to shallow. I don’t need 

those consumers. They don’t have integrated analysis of my products. (Sellers’ 

personality: I value quality not good picture. I want consumers to judge from product 

not picture.) I need people who understand my value. Then we have trust mutually. 

Then even without communication we have trust. (Trust process: relationship-based. 

mutual trust is based on sharing the same value.) 

16. You have many written information about products, do they read them? 

Some read some don’t read. (Information/website: some don’t read written info.) Old 

consumers they don’t read. New consumers they read. Some people like to read my 

writing. They could see my complaint. But complaint would let people understand 

what are my attitudes towards problems. (Information/website: I wrote complaint on 

web page, but they know my attitudes towards problems.) 

17. Will it reduce consumers when there are problems about return and refund? 

Yes of course. If one say it doesn’t, that is not true. (Transaction: return and refund 

problems reduce consumers.)We need to have principals. We have to stick on them. 

We could not allow everything. Some consumers would challenge our principals. We 

may accept once but not every time. Some they return late after one month or two, 

when the product come back to us, we cannot sell it again since the season past. In 

this reason, we cannot accept return. Consumer returned late, they should take the 

responsibility. (Transaction: even we reduce consumers, we need to stick to 

principals) 
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18. I found transpose section in your store, which means your consumer could sell 

again in your store, do you design it? 

No, it is created by Taobao. Some consumer bought products but they may don’t need 

them and some people lose the chance to buy. In transpose section, they could resell 

products to those who need them in a good price. And it reduces return and refund. If 

we respect others, others would respect us as well.(3rd party: transpose section is 

provided.) 

19. What about shipment? 

Deliver agency is an annoying problem. Many agencies closed without notice. Some 

agency took away products but closed and never return product back. We would 

rather pay more to have a good service. We have to make our decision. Consumers 

could not choose agency, we have our regular agency. Some consumers complained 

about delivery person, the service may be not good and hard to control. But the 

delivery persons earned little, I would always say good words to consumers to think 

about the other part. (Transaction: delivery service is hard to solve. Complain from 

consumers requires mercy.) 

20. Do you have advertisement in Taobao? 

Yes, we have. But very little. Rarely, we have one or two products to promote. (3rd 

party:  little advertisement) 

21. Is it important to upload new products? 

Actually I would like to have fixed products and no new products. New products need 

a lot of work. We need take photos, write information, and other work. I have to do 

upload by myself. I have to write professional description of products about leather. 

(Products: new product uploading requires much work) 

22. Why do you upload new products? 

I don’t do business for earning money now. (Sellers’ personality: not for 

money)There are consumers expecting us. They look for new things. (Consumer 

characteristic: expectation)So it pushes me to find new things to them. 

 They treat me as friends. They post me good sea food which cost much money. It is 
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not a matter of money, it is more like friendship. I have very rich consumers, they 

asked me to visit them. At first I thought they were polite, but later they asked me 

many times so I knew they really took me as a friend. It is a responsibility. I would 

treat my consumer as friends. We have more communication about life, yin and yang, 

family, and other habits. We can share more things together. (Trust process: 

relationship based process, Individual contact as friends) 

23. What build trust? 

I believe the logic like this: as in Taoism, things are ranked like this which determines 

everything. I think this is the regulation of the universe. Those things also applies in 

trust building: (trust antecedent: sellers personality: Taoism) 

-fate: intrinsic condition which cannot be changed. Our race, parents, our talent etc. 

-fortune: extrinsic condition which we could change. We could use different tools and 

ways to achieve target.  

-environment: “fengshui”, e.g. good timing, suitable environment 

-network: social network from friends and relatives 

-learning new things: continue to innovate from absorbing knowledge 

Appendix 3 

Two official website named in this study: Taobao and Tmall 

Taobao website: www.taobao.com 

http://www.taobao.com/
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Tmall website: www.tmall.com 

 

http://www.tmall.com/
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